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Summary 
 

With this work the modelling of a single black liquor droplet has been investigated 

with focus on pyrolysis kinetics. An existing program has been extended to 

handle several different gas species, in particular CO, CO2, CH4 and SO2. In 

addition, the heat transfer modelling in the program has been improved by 

implementing a relation that takes into account the internal thermal radiation. 

Experiments have been conducted, where a single black liquor droplet has been 

exposed to high temperatures in a nitrogen atmosphere. Online measurement of 

the release of these four gases in a temperature range of 275 to 400 °C, where 

the onset of pyrolysis reactions is to be expected, were recorded. Mass balances 

were set up to get more information about the dry mass loss during pyrolysis. 

The experimental data has been converted by the deconvolution method in order 

to have representative data for the gas release directly at the droplet location. 

This data was then used to adjust the kinetic parameters in the model used for 

the simulation. A set of two parallel reactions gave good fit for the evaluated 

temperatures of 375 and 400 °C. The kinetic parameters used for these two 

reactions are in the range of devolatilization parameters for coal but resulting in 

slower reaction kinetics for the observed temperature range. It was found that it is 

also possible to represent the gas release with one reaction only in the 

investigated temperature range. 
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Introduction 
 

The

 

After the first step – the cooking where lignin is separated from the wood chips – 

the formed pulp is separated and washed. From this washing process a so called 

weak black liquor is formed, having a dry content of about 15 %. It contains the 

 kraft pulp process 
 

The kraft process is the most common process used for pulping wood. In this 

process, Na S and NaOH are used as cooking chemicals. Due to environmental 2

and economic reasons, these chemicals are recycled and recovered. The 

chemicals are part of the liquor cycle where they pass several stages to finally be 

reused as cooking chemicals. A schematic of the kraft process is given in 

figure 1. 

Figure 1: Schematic of the kraft pulping process (redrawn from [1]) 
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inorganic cooking chemicals, lignin as well as fibre material from the wood chips. 

ing process does not only dissolve the lignin, but also parts of 

e wood fibres. This weak black liquor is, usually, evaporated in multistage 

ng black liquor with a dry content of about 75-80 %. 

raditionally, the black liquor is then burned in a combustion unit, a recovery 

and the white liquor can be used in the cooking process again. Another 

chemical loop is the calcium cycle. After the causticizing step, the calcium is in 

the form of CaCO3 which is converted back to CaO again in a lime kiln. By these 

recycling efforts, the effluents from the pulping process are minimized. The

or future vision for pulp and paper p ove towards a cyclic s 

usin e wood and solar ener  having no toxic emissions. 

This model must, of course, be seen on a larger scale e plant itself 

and has also to include recycling of paper. A schematic flow sheet of such an 

ecologically balanced process can be seen in figure 2. 

The chemical cook

th

evaporators to produce a stro

T

boiler, resulting in electricity and steam that is used to supply the plant with its 

need of energy. The smelt, resulting from the combustion process, contains the 

inorganic products from the cooking, mainly Na2CO3 and Na2S, and is dissolved 

in water forming so called green liquor. This liquor is then causticized with CaO 

resulting in white liquor containing NaOH and Na2S. By that step, the liquor cycle 

is closed 

 aim 

proceslants is to m

g only th gy as input and

 than only th

 

Figure 2: Vision on an ecologically balanced circuit [2] 
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Black liquor combustion and gasification 
 

The part of the kraft process that this thesis work focuses on, is the black liquor 

stage. In nowadays practice, black liquor is combusted in a recovery boiler – the 

so called Tomlinson boiler - producing steam and electricity that, due to 

increasing efficiency, are sufficient to supply the pulping plant and may even 

result in a surplus of energy. Nevertheless, research is going on in the area of 

black liquor gasification because several advantages are expected when using 

this novel technology. The main difference between the two techniques is the 

available amount of oxygen for the conversion of the organic material in black 

liquor. In combustion, an excess of air is used whereas in gasification the oxygen 

level is restricted to values below 30% of the amount necessary for complete 

combustion. The drawbacks of the traditional setup of a Tomlison boiler 

combined with a back-pressure steam turbine CHP, to provide the mill with 

process steam and co-generated electricity, include the risk of explosion, as well 

as a low electric efficiency. The advantages of gasification might offer are an 

increased electric power output, higher operational safety as well as reduced 

emissions [3]. 

The different steps during black liquor gasification are: drying, pyrolysis and char 

gasification. These three phenomena occur at different temperature levels but 

may take place at the same time in a droplet if that droplet is thermally large. This 

leads to different temperatures inside the droplet, making it possible that the 

droplet is still drying in the centre whereas it already is pyrolysed or there is even 

char gasification taking place on the droplet’s surface. 
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Figure 3: Stages of black liquor gasification (modified from [4]) 

Figure 3 shows the different stages and the schematic droplet swelling during the 

gasification process. The focus of this thesis is on the pyrolysis part. It is possible 

to simulate the process with a mathematical model and the goal here is to 

improve the kinetic parameters in order to get a better representation of the gas 

release during the pyrolysis process. 
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Pyrolysis kinetics 
 

As the focus is on the improvement of the pyrolysis kinetics during black liquor a 

literature review on available data for kinetics of biomass pyrolysis was 

performed. In table 1 an overview of the found parameters and models is given. 

Table 1: Kinetic models and parameters for pyrolysis 

Material 
Ex-

perimental 
conditions 

Model Parameters Source 

Cellulose 
T-range: 

300-325 °C 
Simple rate 

law 
A = 2.86·107 s-1 
E = 227 kJ/mol 

Antal et al 
[5] 

Cellulose 
T-range: 

200-900 °C 
Simple rate 

law 
A = 4.7·1012 s-1 

E = 182.7 kJ/mol 
Cordero et 

al. [6] 

Kraft lignin 
from 

eucalyptus 

T-range: 
500-900 °C 

Simple rate 
law with 

temperature 
dependent 
parameters 

A = exp[14.77 + 0.0208·(T – 273)] s-1 

E = 52.64 + 0.173·(T-273) kJ/mol 
Caballero et 

al. [7] 

Kraft lignin 
from 

eucalyptus 

T-range: 
200-900 °C 

Simple rate 
law 

A = 0.655 s  
E = 36.7 kJ/mol 

Cordero et 
al [6] 

-1

Kraft lignin 
T-range: 

227 –
 503 °C 

Simple rate 
law 

A = 3.3·107 – 1.84·109 s-1 
E = 80 – 158 kJ/mol 

Ferdous et 
al. [8] 

Eucalyptus 
sawdust 

Heating 
rate 

Two-stage 
overall 

reaction 

A1 = 1.14·106 s-1 

5 °C/min approach 

E1 = 101.8 kJ/mol 
A2 = 2.07·10-3 s-1 
E2 = 12.5 kJ/mol 

Cordero et 
al. [6] 

Coal 
T-range:  

1500-
2000 °C 

Two 
reactions 

A1 = 3.70·105 s-1 
E1 = 73.6 kJ/mol 
A2 = 1.46·1013 s-1 
E2 = 251 J/mol 

Ubhayakar 
et al. [9] 

 

The parameters differ quite a lot for the different studies, even for the same 

material. This is mainly due to differences in the experimental methods and the 

resulting influence on the parameters, as it is practically impossible to obtain 

intrinsic parameters for a biomass material because there are several reactions 

taking place that are represented by only one or two reactions. 
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Former work on black liquor droplet simulation 

here has already been many modelling work performed on the combustion of a 

 

As one of the first isothermal models, Merriam [ ed a computer model 

for a kraft recovery boiler. For the single droplet model, linear swelling of the 

droplet was nd ation and char burning models for coal were 

d plie ack lthough this model could not describe the 

processes perfectly it was the basis for future modelling of black liquor furnaces. 

S xt erria del  

s  aj he ilizati s 

modelled as a function of the gas temperature. The char combustion was based 

on an empirical equation not giving perfect match with black liquor char 

combustion rate. Kulas [12] proposed a single particle combustion model with 

drying and devolatilization being assumed to be heat transfer controlled 

processes. The char burning was assumed to take place only on the droplet 

s hat probably is a too extreme simplification as black liquor is very 

porous during combustion. Frederick [13] developed a model including a simple 

thermal resistance model for the intra-particle heat-transfer and can therefore be 

defined as a transition to non-isothermal models. Drying took place at the boiling 

point and devolatilization at a distinct tempe n ignition and final 

mperature. Fredericks model was further developed by Thunman [14] refining 

 sulphur release. 

No internal thermal radiation was included in the modelling of heat transfer. Mass 

 
T

single black liquor particle. The models can be divided into two main categories: 

models assuming an isothermal droplet and non-isothermal particle models. 

Assuming an isothermal droplet simplifies the calculations a lot but also can be a

source of significant errors.  

10] develop

assumed a  devolatiliz

irectly ap d for bl  liquor. A

hick [11] e

ize on the

ended M m’s mo

ectory in t

 including the effect of a change in particle 

on wadroplet’s tr furnace. The rate of devolat

urface, w

rature betwee

te

the char conversion process considering H2O and CO2 gasification, direct O2 

gasification as well as sulphide/sulphate cycle by kinetic expressions. 

Non-isothermal models have been presented by e.g. Harper [15] who divided 

each particle in 3 spherical concentric layers and solved the energy balances for 

all these sections to predict the rate of devolatilization and the
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transfer was not considered and drying was assumed to take place at 150 °C. 

anninen and Vakkilainen [16] developed a model combining the work of 

d particles assuming simultaneous drying and 

M

Frederick and Harper. Initial drying took place as an evaporating droplet. When a 

certain solids content is reached, ignition takes place and the non-isothermal 

model of Harper is used. During drying and devolatilization, mass transfer was 

not considered. Saastamoinen et al. [17] applied an earlier developed 

combustion model for woo

devolatilization to black liquor combustion. Another very similar model was 

presented by Verril et al. [18]. Devolatilization was described by three parallel 

reactions resulting in a temperature dependent product yield. An overview and 

more detailed summary of all these models on black liquor combustion can be 

found in Järvinen [1]. 
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Simulation part 
 

Description of the existing program 
 

The program, written in MATLAB, calculates the time dependent swelling 

behaviour and gas release during drying and pyrolysis of a single spherical black 

liquor droplet. The simulation time is defined in seconds that are further divided in 

time steps per second. The more time steps one chooses the higher the 

calculation effort and risk for numerical errors is but at the same time the 

assumption of constant conditions during one time step is better fulfilled. The 

ideal case would be represented by an infinite number of time steps, what is not 

possible, of course. 

The droplet is divided into sections for the calculation and a certain number of 

small bubbles are assumed to be inside the droplet taking up void volume and 

representing an initial porosity. The sectioning of the droplet is first done by 

defining radial points as centre of each section that all have the same distance 

from each other. In the next step, the intersection radii - defining the exchange 

area for mass and energy flow between the different sections of the droplet - are 

calculated to divide up the volume between to centre points equally. Then, the 

volume of each section can be determined and the centre points are recalculated 

to again divide each section into to equal volumetric parts. Finally, the number of 

the bubbles in each section is set and the bubble radius is determined with the 

help of the initial porosity. The thermal properties, as well as the composition of 

each section, are set to the starting conditions. The initial temperature and 

pressure of the droplet are assumed to correspond to ambient conditions (T0 = 

300 K, P0 = 101325 Pa). 
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Figure 4: Droplet segments 

For each time step, the program is running a loop where the pressure in each 

section is guessed based on previous values. Inside that loop – starting from the 

innermost section and “moving” outwards - the flow of mass and energy between 

the sections, the ev

calculated. These changes then result in a new pressure and temperature that is 

used as input for the pressure guess in the beginning of the loop. The loop is 

repeated until the maximum difference in the guessed pressure and the new one, 

obtained from the calculations in the loop, is less than a set level (0.2 percent for 

instance) for all the sections. The reactor temperature and pressure are assumed 

to be constant during the whole process. The general flow sheet for the program 

can be seen in figure 5. The different calculations in the loop are explained more 

in detail in the specific sections.  
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For time t
(t = 1 to t )end

for section j
(j = 1 to n+1)
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Figure 5: General program flow sheet 
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Mass and energy flow 
 

First, for a better understanding, the definition of transport directions and the 

intersectional areas for the mass and energy exchange in the program are 

explained. 

in

out

 

Figure 6: Definition of transport directions and intersectional areas 

A positive transport means transport in opposite radial direction respectively in 

direction of the droplet’s centre whereas a negative transport is describing 

transport of mass or energy in radial direction, meaning in direction to the droplet 

surface or leaving it in case of the outermost section. This implies that the gas 

flow at the inner boundary of section j  is equal to of the previous 

section. A change of sign is not necessary as the direction is already included in 

mG, representing a vector. The same principle applies for the energy flow. 

According to Darcy’s law, the flow through porous media can be described as: 

j
outGm ,

1
,
−j
inGm

PAKm ∆⋅⋅⋅−= ρ
µ

&  (1) 

with  being the mass flow [kg/s], K the Darcy constant [m], µ the dynamic 

viscosity [Pa·s], A the cross-sectional area [m2], ρ the density [kg/m3] and ∆P the 

pressure difference [Pa]. 

m&
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In the program, the mass change for each time step is calculated. This means 

at the Darcy equation has to be divided by the time step in order to obtain the 

related to, is the intersectional area between the different sections or 

the outer droplet area in case of the outermost section. The calculations in the 

program are done as follows: 

th

accumulated mass in a section for one time step. The density is calculated by the 

ideal gas law using the average molar mass of the gas mixture. The area A, that 

the flow is 

( )
tstepP

TR

MPrKm iinG ⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛
∆

⋅

⋅
⋅

−
⋅⋅⋅⋅−=

2

3
2

,
1

4
φ

φπ
µ

 (2) 

where ri is the intersection radius for the inner sections and the droplet radius for 

the outmost section, φ is the porosity [-], P the pressure [Pa] and T the 

temperature [K] of the section under consideration. ∆P is the pressure difference 

between the section under consideration and the next section in radial direction. 

Looking at the outmost section, it is the difference between the pressure inside 

that section and the ambient pressure in the reactor. The molar mass M is 

rection to the centre of the droplet is

very rare as the pressure gradient nearly always is in radial direction to the 

of the 

re 

advanced model

rate [19]. 

section, the energy accumulation can be related to the 

calculated as the average molar mass of the gas mixture in the corresponding 

section. In case of gases flowing in direction of the center of the droplet, a small 

error is introduced because the exact composition of the outward section is only 

now for the previous time step. But this error can be neglected, considering that 

the time steps are very small and the change in the sections is relatively small. 

Besides, the case that gas is flowing in di  

droplets surface. The porosity in equation (2) is included in order to take into 

account the change of the Darcy constant with the changing structure 

droplet solid material during swelling. This correlation is derived from a mo

 for permeability based on particle size, porosity and flow 

Contributions to the energy flow between sections can be: conduction, 

convection, radiation and the latent heat in the gas flow between the sections. 

Considering the outmost 
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convective and radiative heat transfer from the surroundings and the energy 

content of the gas coming into, respectively, leaving the droplet. 

( ) ( ) ( )
4444 34444 2144 344 2143421

flowgtodue

,,

radiation

44

convection

2

15.2734

as

GpinGsurrsurrin KTcmTTTTh
tstep

rq −⋅⋅+
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡
−⋅⋅+−⋅⋅

⋅⋅
= σεπ  (3) 

with r being the droplet radius, Tsurr the temperature in the reactor [K], T the 

droplet temperature in that section [K], 
2 4

ε the emissivity factor [-], σ the Stefan-

Boltzman constant [W/(m ·K )] and cp,G the heat capacity of the gas flow 

[J/(kg·K)]. 

For the inner sections qin is set up from only a term for the conduction and the 

change in energy due to the gas flow. 

( )KTcm
r
Tk

tstep
r

q GpinG
i

in 15.273
4

,, −⋅⋅+
∆
∆
⋅⋅

⋅⋅
=

π  (4) 

where ri is the intersection radius [m] between the section under consideration 

and the next section in outward radial direction, ∆T the temperature difference [K] 

between the outer section and the actual section and ∆r the distance between the 

radii [m], respectively. 

In the next step, the accumulation of mass and energy for each section is 

calculated. A preliminary value for the mass increase of gas in the actual section 

can be estimated 

outGinGaccG mmm ,,, −=  (5) 

The value of mG,acc can still be changed during the calculations depending on the 

release of gases in the section itself due to evaporation or pyrolysis. For the inner 

section the change in mass mG,out is set equal to zero. Gases transported at the 

inner boundary of a section are indexed “out” whereas transport at the outer 

section is referred to as “in” in the index. Therefore the transport at the inner 

boundary in the innermost section – the centre of the droplet - can be set to zero. 

In a similar way, a preliminary value for the energy accumulation is estimated.  

outinacc qqq −= . (6) 

This value will change in case any evaporation or pyrolysis occurs in the section 

under consideration. 
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Before starting the calculations for evaporation and pyrolysis, the necessary data 

for the calculations – namely dry content, heat capacities and boiling point – are 

obtained. The dry content of each section is calculated as: 

WS

S

mm
m

DC
+

=  (7) 

15.27347.4 −⋅+  (8) 

(9) 

For the calculation of the heat capacities of the solid, the water and the excess 

heat capacity of black liquor in [J/(kg·K)] a separate function is defined using the 

following formula: 

1684= ( )KTC Sp,

4180, =WpC  

( )( ) ( ) 2.3
, 115.273294930 DCDCKTC Ep ⋅−⋅−⋅−=  (10) 

The excess heat capacity accounts for the changes in black liquor heat capacity 

ntent for black liquor. 

above 50 w-% dry content where a linear mixing rule for water and black liquor 

solids does not apply anymore [4]. With the help of these three values it is 

possible to calculate the overall heat capacity of black liquor depending both on 

temperature and dry co

( ) EpSpWpBLp CCDCCDCC ,,,, 1 +⋅+⋅−=  (11) 

It has to be considered that this correlation has been derived from data at 

temperatures below 100 °C and the accuracy for higher temperatures may be 

low.  

but as the pressure inside the dr

several bar, a pressure dependence was implemented based on the increase in 

The boiling point calculation is based on the correlation 

39.1016.10150373 2487.074.2 −⋅+⋅+= PDCKTboil  (12) 

where the last two terms represent a correlation for boiling point raise data. The 

pressure P has to be given in [bar]. The correlation was initially based on a 

correlation atmospheric pressure for solid contents above 50 w-% given as [4] 
74.250373 DCKT ⋅+=  (13) boil

oplet during the calculations may increase up to 

boiling point for pure water with higher pressure [20]. 
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• Only drying 

 acceptable because these 

two phenomena occur at different temperatures. Of course, it is possible that in 

 

Figure 7: Increase in boiling point for pure water with higher pressure based on [20] 

The two effects were added to give equation (12). There are more accurate ways 

of estimating the boiling point rise for black liquor available [4], but these require 

extensive and accurate measurements of he

f interest. As this data was not available 

equation (12) had to be used. 

 

Dryin
 

 calculates the temperature in th

actual section and, depending on it, either of the following three options is 

chosen: 

• No drying or pyrolysis 

• Only pyrolysis 

It is not possible that drying and pyrolysis occur simultaneously in the same 

section. This represents a simplification, but should be
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the whole droplet these two phenomena may occur at the same time, i.e. when 

the outer sections have reached high enough temperature for the pyrolysis 

reactions while drying still occurs in the inner sections. 

First, the program compares the actual temperature with the boiling point for 

water and if there is any water left in the section to evaporate. If the temperature 

is too low, the calculation part for drying and pyrolysis is finished for that section. 

If the temperature is higher than the boiling point and there is water left in the 

section, it is first assumed that all water in the section is evaporated. This step is 

included to decrease the calculation time. To check if the assumption is correct, 

the energy accumulation, qacc, is reduced with the necessary amount to 

evaporate all the water and then the new temperature is calculated using 

equations 14 and 15. 

 (14) evapwaccnewacc Hmqq ∆⋅−=,

GpGWpWSpS

newacc
new CmCmCm

q
TT

,,,

,

⋅+⋅+⋅
+=  (15) 

The mass of water in equation (15), mw, is zero in this case and the amount of 

gases is increased by the evaporated water. With the new dry content (DC = 1) a 

new boiling point is calculated from to equation (12) and compared with the new 

mperature Tnew. If the new temperature is higher than the boiling point, the 

assumption of complete evaporation is correct and no further calculation in this 

e it is lower, the assumption is wrong and further 

alculations must be performed to obtain the amount of evaporated water, mevap, 

ure and the boiling point temperature by varying the amount of water 

tha s l value for the amount of water evaporated - 

representing a starting guess for the minimization - the whole energy 

accumulation in the section is used for evaporation. With the calculated amount it 

te

step is needed. In cas

c

and the resulting temperature. This is done with the function fzero implemented 

in MATLAB that in this case minimizes the difference between the obtained 

temperat

t i  evaporated. As initia

is possible to determine the changes in the water and gas content in the actual 

section. 
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The new gas accumulation is the sum of the preliminary value and the amount of 

water evaporated 

evapaccGnewaccG mmm += ,,,  (16) 

d is rather a function of the temperature environment than 

of the heating rate. B

independent and reaches little more than 30 % of the init

of 40 w-% is therefore an over-estimation and will have to be checked with the 

The solid content is not influenced by the evaporation. 

As mentioned before, the program only allows either evaporation or pyrolysis to 

occur in one section. The check for pyrolysis is, therefore, only performed in case 

that no evaporation took place. For pyrolysis to occur, the temperature should be 

higher than the onset temperature and the amount of solids left, compared to the 

initial amount in the actual section, is taken into account. It is assumed that 40 w-

% of the solids can be pyrolysed. A collection of experimental data for four 

different black liquors [4] indicates that the amount of dry solids pyrolysed can 

reach up to 40 w-% an

elow 800 °C the dry mass pyrolysed is temperature 

ial solid mass. The value 

experimental results. The pyrolysis reaction is expressed as a simple rate 

equation for two competing reactions giving rpyro. This kinetically-limited model 

has also been used by Verril et al. [18] for modelling the devolatilization 

phenomenon during black liquor combustion.  

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

⋅
−⋅+⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

⋅
−⋅=

TR
EA

TR
EArpyro

2
2

1
1 expexp  (17) 

where A1 and A2 are rate coefficients in [s-1] and E1 and E2 the activation 

energies in [J/mol]. Since the rate parameters for black liquor are not known, the 

values for coal are used as done by Verril et al. [18] The mass of gases released 

is then calculated as 

tstep
rm

m pyroS
pyro

⋅
=  (18) 

Again, the equation has to be divided by the time step to account only for the 

time interval the calculations are made for. The amount of each species released 

is defined from the experiments by its fraction of the total released amount. The 
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accumulated energy in the section under consideration is reduced by the 

necessary energy for the pyrolysis process 

ation is increased by the 

pyro  (19) pyroaccnewacc Hmqq ∆⋅−=,

and the preliminary value for the gas mass accumul

amount of gases pyrolysed 

pyroaccGnewaccG mmm += ,,,  (20) 

Finally, the amount of solids and gases is reduced respectively increased by the 

mass pyrolysed whereas the water content is not changed by the pyrolysis 

calculations. 

After the calculations for evaporation and pyrolysis are finished the change in gas 

mass due to the flow between the sections is determined and the energy left is 

used for heating up the section. 

newaccGoldGnewG mmm ,,,, +=  (21) 

TTT oldnew ∆+=  (22) 

with 
( ) ( ) GpGEpWpWEpSpS

newacc

CmCCmCCm

q
T

,,,,,

,

⋅++⋅++⋅
=∆  (23) 

 

Swelling 
 

After the pyrolysis calculations, the swelling of the droplet is calculated. If the 

ssure differences. 

mass of gases in a certain section is increasing, swelling might occur. The 

incremental change in radius and volume for each section is calculated with a 

separate function giving the radius increase for the bubbles inside the section 

depending on the pre

tstep
dr

Pr

BLBL

bub

µ
surfσ

µ ⋅
−

⋅
∆⋅

24

difference between the section and the surroundings for the outmost section), 

=  (24) 

rbub is the actual bubble radius at that time in [m], ∆P the pressure difference in 

[Pa] between the actual section and the next one in radial direction (the 
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σsurf is the surface tension of black liquor [N·m] and µBL its dynamic viscosity 

[Pa·s]. The numerator in equation (24) gives a time dependent change and has 

therefore to be divided by 

(25) 

It is then possible to 

the time step. The new bubble radius is thus the actual 

one plus the change. 

drrr bubnewbub +=,  

calculate the total volume increase of the section with the 

number of bubbles. 

( )33
,3

4
bubnewbubbubinc rrnV −⋅

⋅
⋅=

π  (26) 

The increase of the section radius then results to 

iincisection rVrr −⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ +⋅

⋅
⋅

=∆
3

1

3

3
4

4
3 π
π

 (27) 

For the outmost sectio

outer radius r. 

With the radius change it is possible to get the new volume of the actual cell, and 

adii and intersection radii of all the other cells are recalculated. For the 

calculation of the outermost cell, that is performed last each iteration, it simply 

sults in 

 (28) 

his then gives a new volume, porosity and pressure for each section. As soon 

n the intersectional radius ri has to be replaced by the 

 

the r

re

sectionnew rrr ∆+=

T

as the pressure in all section doesn’t change more than the predefined value (0.2 

percent for instance) in every section compared to the guessed value, the 

calculations for one time step are finished. 
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Modelling of the heat transfer in the droplet 
 

The heat transfer in the droplet and from the gas atmosphere to the droplet is 

essentially determining the gas release rate and the swelling behaviour during 

drying and pyrolysis. A low ther

ady is pyrolysed in the outer section. Having a high thermal 

conductivity, the temperatu

phenomena will occur sequentially in the whole droplet. There have been several 

 black liquor droplet. Frederick 

[13] approximated the intra-particle

model. Saastamoinen and Richard [21] used a correlation for the internal 

 cubical pores spaced at equal distances. Liquid water was 

 – including thermal radiation - was further developed and modified for 

black liquor by 

mal conductivity inside the particle will lead to 

steep temperature gradients and, as a result, the droplet might still be drying in 

its centre while it alre

re gradients will be levelled out and the different 

attempts to model the thermal conductivity inside a

 heat transfer by a simple thermal resistance 

conductivity based on the assumptions that the material structure can be 

represented by

assumed to be equally distributed at the pore walls. In analogy to electrical 

resistance nets, an effective conductivity could be obtained based on the heat 

conductivity of the different media, the porosity and the pore dimension. This 

correlation

Järvinen et al. [22] and the following equation is proposed: 

( ) φσ
φφ

φφ ⋅
⋅

⋅⋅
+

+
−

+−⋅=
R

GBL

BLeff
a

T

kk

kk
3

16
1

1
3

3131

32
32  (29) 

In equation (29), kBL is the thermal conductivity of black liquor [W/(m·K)], kG the 

one of the gases [W/(m·K)], φ the porosity of the droplet [-], σ the Stefan-

Boltzmann constant [W/(m2K4)], T the temperature [K] and aR the Rosseland 

adsorption coefficient [m-1] that according to Järvinen et al. led to the best fit for a 

value of 850 m-1. 

This equation was used in the program replacing a constant assumed effective 

thermal conductivity. For the thermal conductivity of black liquor there has been 

an empirical equation established by Adams et al. [4] that is valid in the range of 
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0-82 % dry content and a temperature range of 20-100 °C. This range is not 

olatilization and pyrolysis covering the changes to black liquor during drying, dev

but according to the source it should be valid even for higher temperature ranges. 

The equation is: 

 

( )[ ]KmW.DC.T.kBL ⋅+⋅−⋅⋅= − 580335010441 3  (30) 

 

where T is the temperature in °C and DC the dry content.  
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Experimental part 
 

Black liquor properties 

The black liquor used for the experiments is black liquor originating from SÖDRA 

ell Värö pulp mill. Its elementary composition is given in table 2. It is a typical 

sed as basis for the 

modelling work. Kraft black liquor has, compared to other biomass, a high sodium 

content resulting from the cooking process. 

Table 2: Elemental composition of the black liquor used for the experiments 

 

C

composition of kraft black liquor and can therefore be u

Element % of dry mass 
Carbon, C 36,3 

Hydrogen, H 3,1 
Nitrogen, N 0,07 
Sulphur, S 2,8 

Chlorine, Cl 0,32 
Sodium, Na 19,7 

Potassium, Ka 2,44 

 

The original dry content of the black liquor was given in the original analysis as 

66 w-%. It was determined again by drying the black liquor in 130 °C and it was 

found that it had decreased to about 64 w-%. One reason for the difference might 

be the fact that black liquor is a hygroscopic material and the sample had been 

stored for some time. Another might be that during the drying process at 130 °C 

volatiles already have been released. The deviation is acceptably small and as 

the procedure of determining the dry content is not exactly known for the original 

measurement the value of 64 w-% has been used for the calculations. 

Table 3: Dry content of the black liquor used for the experiments 

Mass of sample [g] Determined dry content [w-%] 
1,574 64,24 
1,585 64,16 
1,738 64,13 
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Experimental setup 
 

Experiments were performed to give useful data for improving the model and in 

s. Therefore, a single droplet was exposed to a 

onstant reactor temperature in a furnace tube and the released gases were 

assed through a cooling section and 

2, CO, 

CH4 and SO2. The droplet of black liquor was expos

thin thermocouple is formed as a spiral to keep the droplet in a stable 

position. With this thermocouple, it was possible to monitor the droplets internal 

temperature during the experiment. Ideally, it would be the temperature at the 

centre of the droplet but th the droplet started melting 

and therefore mo re the temperature 

was measured. But, at least, the measurement gives information about the 

mperature inside the droplet even though the exact point could not be defined. 

equipment 

particular the reaction kinetic

c

analysed. The gas atmosphere during all experiments was nitrogen, as it was the 

goal to do pyrolysis with absence of any oxidizing media. The gas stream entered 

through a preheating section and then passed the droplet upwards in a vertical 

furnace tube. Three heating elements are installed along the tube to keep a 

constant gas temperature. The gases then p

through a series of online gas analysers to monitor the four species CO

ed to the gas stream on a 

 wire that 

is was seldom the case, as 

ved from the end of the thermocouple, whe

te

The mass of the droplet was measured by placing the thermocouple on a scale 

on top of the furnace tube. The scale was placed into a sealed box in order to 

avoid air intake into the reactor tube. The flow of nitrogen through the box, as 

well as through the reactor, was adjusted by online-controlled valves that were 

set to fixed values for all experiments. In order to examine the swelling behaviour 

of the droplet during the different processes occurring, it was possible to record 

the droplet through a window that is located at the height of the furnace tube 

where the droplet is pyrolysed. A schematic setup of the experimental 

is given in figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Schematic setup of the experimental equipment 

The temperature range for the experiments was 275 °C to 400 °C. To make sure 

that no pyrolysis reactions occur at lower temperatures three runs were done at 

200 °C. 

 

Experimental procedure 
 

The experiments were set up in the following way. First, the reactor heating was 

set to the desired temperature and the gas flow was set to a fixed value of 

15 l/min through the furnace tube and 3 l/min through the box containing the 

balance. During the heating period the gaseous medium was air. The balance 

was set to zero with the thermocouple on it to be able to approximately measure 

the droplets weight during the experiment. When the reactor temperature was 

stable at its set value, a small droplet of about 3-4 mm in diameter was placed on 

the thermocouple and its weight determined by difference measurements. The 

gas flow was changed from air to nitrogen and as soon as the gas analyzers had 
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reached a constant level – the baseline – the experiments could be started. All of 

the first runs were also recorded on video tape, as this data will be used for 

improvements in the swelling modelling. In the end though, when repeating 

experiments the video camera was not used any more. The experimental 

procedure was to place the thermocouple on the balance and adjusting it to make 

sure that the wire, going into the furnace tube, does not touch anything. 

Otherwise the balance results were useless. The gas release was then measured 

and could be checked on-line on a screen. The experiments were run until all 

four gas measurements had reached the baseline again. This took, depending on 

the temperature, up to 10 min at maximum. Table 4 gives an overview of the 

experiments that were performed. 

Table 4: Experiments performed 

Date Reactor 
Temperature [°C] Runs performed Used for evaluation 

2004-10-28 275 10 (275 A-J) 0 
2004-11-02 325 5 (325 A-E) 0 
2004-11-03 325 5 (325 F-J) 2 (F/H) 
2004-11-03 350 5 (350 A-E) 3 (C/D/E) 
2004-11-10 350 5 (350 F-J) 2 (F/G) 
2004-11-10 375 10 (375 A-J) 6 (C/E/F/H/I/J) 
2004-11-16 275 10 (275 K-O) 6 (L/P/Q/R/S/T) 
2004-12-01 200 5 (200 A-E) 0 
2004-12-01 325 5 (325 K-O) 3 (K/L/N) 
2004-12-01 350 5 (350 K-O) 0 
2004-12-17 300 5 (300 A-E) 5 (A/B/C/D/E) 
2004-12-17 375 5 (375 K-O) 5 (K/L/M/N/O) 

 

The choice of experiments used for evaluation was based on the quality of the 

gas measurements on the one hand and on the usefulness of the balance 

measurements on the other hand where, of course, the gas measurements were 

more important as it is the goal to improve the reaction kinetics which is directly 

related to that property. The measurements at 200 °C were only to control that no 

measurable release of gases occurred at these low temperatures and were 

therefore not taken into account in the further evaluation. 
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In addition to the experiments listed above, there was data available from 

experiments performed by Joko Wintoko, a PhD student at the department, at 

temperatures of 300 and 400 °C. The data from the experiments at 400 °C was 

used in order to expand the temperature range. 

In order to be able to reconstruct the actual gas release at the droplet during the 

experiments with the method of deconvolution, it was necessary to do trace 

experiments at each temperature to determine the dead time of each gas species 

analyzer and the residence time distribution (RTD) of each gas. This was done 

by replacing the glass window, normally used for the video camera, by a lid with 

a small hole. Through this small hole, a gas mixture of CO, CO2, CH4 and SO2 

was injected via a small pipe in order to release the gas approximately at the 

plet is situated during a normal experiment. The 

residence time and the response of the gas analyzers were recorded to be used 

later on for the deconvolution process. 

 

Data treatment and results 
 

The raw ntal dat d to be tre ke con rding the 

mass b d to be  to comp  simu In a first 

step, the starting point of  experime ermined help of the 

temper uremen hat gave hen the th ocouple was 

inserted in the tube furnace. Then the base-line for each gas species was 

between that value and the absolute weight value of the droplet that had been 

same position where the dro

 experime a ha ated to ma clusions rega

alances an  able are it to the lation results. 

 the nt was det with the 

ature meas ts t a peak w erm

subtracted and the resolution of the measurement taken into account. The raw 

data had to be changed as the analyzers had a higher resolution in the low 

concentration regime, below 100 or 200 ppm depending on the analyzer. Finally, 

the online measurements of the balance were adjusted to the initial weight of the 

droplet. The online balance measurements can be seen as relative 

measurements as the influence of the drag due to the gas flow around the droplet 

cannot be exactly determined. So the initial weight was determined at a very 

early point in the measurement and the whole curve shifted by the difference 
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determined before the experiment. Examples of such curves are shown in 

figures 9 and 10. 
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periment 375 K 

 figure 9, the measured gas release in [ppm] for all four gas species CO, CO2, 

well as the balance measurements. It can be 

een that the droplet mass decreases fast in the beginning, due to evaporation 

CH4 and SO2 is represented, as 

s

and gas release, but reaches a steady level at the end of the experiments. The 

balance measurements fluctuate severe in the beginning making it hard to 

determine the initial mass of the droplet during the experiment. The gas 

analyzers respond at a different time for each gas species. This is mainly due to 

the individual dead-time of each analyzer and this effect will be accounted for 

with the method of deconvolution. The temperature profile shown in figure 10 

shows a plateau at a time of about 25 sec. This is the time when the water is 

evaporating inside the droplet and the temperature rise therefore is decelerated. 

The average temperature increase for the droplet can vary between 3 and 7 °C/s 

in the temperature range of 300 to 400 °C. 
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Figure 10: Gas release and temperature profile for experiment 375 K 

 

This must of course be seen as a simplified balance, for example water vapour 

may contribute to reactions with the black liquor solids resulting in additional gas 

release, but for basic investigations regarding low temperature pyrolysis it is 

sufficient. Another assumption, in this method, is that the black liquor char is 

Mass balance 
 
The general mass balance for the pyrolysis experiments performed can be 

decribed as in figure 11.  

 

Figure 11: General mass balance 

 
 

Reactor 
Black liquor 
droplet 
Dry solids: mBL·DC 
Water: mBL·(1-DC) 

Gases 
mG 

Water vapour 
mBL·(1-DC) 

Black liquor char 
Dry solids: mBL·DC-mG 
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completely dried. This should be the case, as the droplets are small enough to 

get completely dried in an environment of about 300 to 400 °C. To get an idea of 

the amount of gases released in comparison to the initial dry mass of the droplet, 

respectively in relation to the dry mass loss, and of the ratio of different gases 

released at different temperatures the data on these quantities were investigated 

more detailed. Figure 12 gives the dry mass loss for several experiments and an 

average value at each temperature. Since the initial mass varied for the different 

experiments, the mass loss is given as percentage of the initial dry mass. 
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Figure 12 s loss during experim

The data shows a wide spreading for each temperature. This is mainly due to the 

difficulties of properly shifting the measured balance data to the right value. The 

initial mass of the droplet can be determined correctly but the final weight is taken 

from the measured balance curve. This curve, as al

hifted to the initial weight at a very early time in the experiment. But, as can be 

asurements are fluctuating much in the beginning, 

: Dry mas ents 

ready mentioned, had been 

s

seen in figure 9, the weight me

making it difficult to decide the initial weight in the experiment. This has, of 

course, a direct influence on the value of the final weight as the whole curve is 

shifted and therefore is influencing the dry mass loss. The values vary between 1 
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and 43 percent as a maximum. When looking at the average values, a tendency 

of increasing mass loss with increasing temperature from 300 to 400 °C can be 

seen. This seems reasonable as an increase in pyrolysis gas production can be 

assumed with increasing temperature resulting in a higher dry mass loss. The 

high average mass loss at 275 °C cannot be explained. As the data is fluctuating 

a lot and the trend starting from 300 °C render the value of 275 °C very unlikely 

to represent the reality, this temperature range has been left out for the further 

calculations and evaluations.  

Table 5: Weight-fraction of the measured gas species (accumulated amount) 

Fraction of gases species 
released (mass-based) 

CO2 
[/%] 

CO 
[/%] 

CH4 
[/%] 

SO2 
[/%] 

sum 
[/%] 

% of 
initial 
dry 

solids
300 °C 45,96 47,90 3,21 2,94 100 3,55 

325 °C 43,28 50,87 3,16 2,69 100 2,11 

350 °C 63,22 32,36 1,90 2,52 100 1,41 

375 °C(1) 50,94 41,09 2,30 5,68 100 1,18 

375 °C(2) 55,19 38,34 3,47 3,00 100 7,37 

400 °C 63,30 30,91 2,43 3,36 100 7,47 

 

Further on, the ratio of the accumulated amount for the different released gases 

was examined. Table 5 gives the fraction of the measured gas species at the 

different temperatures. The two gas species CO2 and CO make up over 90 w-% 

of the measured released gases for all temperatures. In the investigated 

ing and the CO fraction a 

production is increasing from 375 to 400 °C, whereas the CO release is 

temperature range, the fraction of CO2 has an increas

decreasing tendency. The fraction of both CH4 and SO2 is around 3 w-% for 

nearly all temperatures. A plot of the accumulated released gases and the sum of 

the four gas species can be seen in figure 13. The values are all averages of the 

evaluated experiments (see table 4). At the temperature of 375 °C there are two 

data series represented. This is due to the fact that the two series of experiments 

conducted showed very different results considering the amount of gases 

released. It can be seen that CO2 and CO are the main species being released. 

A tendency for increased gas production is hard to see though. CO2 gas 
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decreasing and the overall gas production is about the same for both 

temperatures. This might be due to different reactions occurring, having different 

mechanisms. As black liquor is a product based on wood, it contains a number of 

different organic species that take part in several reactions. The data might also 

give reasons to question the reliability of the measured gas release data. 
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Figure 13: Release of different gas species at temperatures from 300-400 °C 

Figure 13 shows a decrease of released measured gases in the range of 

300 to 375 °C whereas the dry mass loss increases in the range as can be seen 

in figure 12. This clearly shows that there must be a considerable amount of 

other gases released that are not measured.  

It is an interesting point to know what fraction the four gases measured during the 

experiments represent compared to all gases released. Therefore, the released 

amount of gases was set into relation to the dry mass loss that is assumed to be 

completely converted to gases. As the dry mass loss measurements are quite 

uncertain, figure 14 also represents the ratio of released gases in comparison to 

assumed dry mass losses of 5, 10, 20, 30 and 40 w-%. Looking at the 

experimental dry mass losses it can be stated that the measured gases make up 

5 to 50 % of the dry mass loss but without showing any trend correlated to 
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temperature. For the assumed values the measured gases of course make up a 

higher fraction for lower dry mass losses. It can be seen that the assumption of 

only 5% of dry solids being converted seems to be wrong, as the measured 

gases are more than this amount for 375 and 400 °C (the ratio is bigger than 1) 

in that case. The experimental data indicates dry mass loss in the regime of 

20 w-% as can also be seen from figure 12. 
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Figure 14: Ratio of measured released gases to assumed dry mass loss 

For the experiments at 400 °C further investigations could be done as an 

elemental analysis of the black liquor char resulting from the pyrolysis 

experiments was done. The dry content of the char is assumed to be 1 and its 

elemental composition is given in table 6. 
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Table 6: Elemental analysis of black liquor char pyrolysed at 400 °C 

Element Weight-% 
Carbon, C 33,2 

Hydrogen, H 2,3 
Nitrogen, N 0,06 
Sulphur, S 2,5 

Chlorine, Cl 0,76 
Sodium, Na 27,2 

Potassium, Ka 3,34 

 

Based on the sodium content of both the original as well as the pyrolysed sample 

a dry mass loss can be calculated based on the assumption that no sodium is 

lost during pyrolysis. The calculated dry mass loss in this case results to 27.6 %. 

Based on the same assumption for potassium 26.9 % of dry mass loss are 

obtained. With the measured gas release it is possible to calculate the mass of 

each element and to compare it to the elemental mass loss, again using the 

experimental average value and assumed mass loss percentages. 

Table 7: Element release at 400 °C 

Element Amount 
[mg/mg droplet] 

C 0,0155 
O 0,0313 
H 0,0003 
S 0,0008 

sum 0,0478 

 

Table 8: Elemental ratio of released gases to dry mass loss 

Percentage of measured released gases based on dry mass loss 

  
21,52% w-loss 
(experimental 

average) 
5% w-
loss 10% w-loss 20% w-loss 30% w-loss 40% w-loss

C 23,58 50,74 37,62 24,80 18,49 14,74 
H 3,51 4,97 4,41 3,61 3,05 2,64 
S 14,96 29,50 22,80 15,67 11,94 9,64 
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When assuming the dry mass weight loss to 20% this means that only about a 

quarter of the elemental carbon that is lost is converted to the gases CO, CO2 

and CH4. The other three quarters result in higher molecular gas molecules and 

tars. For hydrogen and sulphur these values are even lower. One sulphur-

containing species that is expected to be produced, but is not analysed is for 

example H2S. When assuming lower dry mass losses the ratio obviously 

increases. But the carbon ratio is 50 % at the maximum when assuming 5 % 

weight loss – what is a too low value as already stated. This shows that more 

d on the raw 

ion was used that had been proved to be very 

useful for investigation of coal pyrolysis kinetics [23]. The method uses the trace 

analysis – assuming that the tracer has been injected instantaneously – to 

convert the measured data to the real release data. This is done by first zero-

time-adjustment and normalizat  of both th r and measured data followed 

by a fourier transformation in combination with a filter algorithm to prevent 

nonsense results due to the tation. T  the reliability of the applied 

rocedure, the deconvolved data is then convolved again with the help of the 

rve can be checked. This is 

useful as  convolution 

is quite easy to do and reliable, therefore serving well as a measure to check the 

correctness of the results. Figure 15 shows the normalized and zero-time 

adjusted curves of the tracer and measured data. The deconvolved curve, with 

both the originally measured one, and the curve again convolved to check the 

orrectness of the result, can be seen in figure 16. Both curves are for an 

experiment at 375 °C (375 K) and applied for the species CO.  

than half of the carbon is definitely converted to other species. 

 

Data preparation for kinetic parameter analysis 
 

To improve the kinetic model for the gas release during pyrolysis it is necessary 

to convert the measured gas release data. A MATLAB routine converting it to the 

expected real time data of gas release at the droplet was applie

data. A method of deconvolut

ion e trace

adap o check

p

tracer data, and the fit with the originally measured cu

deconvolution is quite a complicated process whereas the

c
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Figure 15: Zero-time adjusted and normalized tracer and measured data curves 
(Experiment 375 K – CO) 

 

Figure 16: Deconvolved curve and originally measured as well as check-up curves 
(Experiment 375 K – CO) 
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As can be seen from the graph in figure 16, the fit between the originally 

measured curve and the check-up curve is good which implies that the method 

worked properly. It has, though, to be taken into account that all calculations are 

based on the residence time distribution of the tracer amount and it cannot be 

guaranteed that this data is completely correct. Another requirement for the 

theory of deconvolution to be applicable is that the detector response is related 

linearly to the species concentration. For species that are only released in very 

low concentrations, the fit was worse as the Butterworth filter algorithm used in 

the routine had difficulties handling the noises in the measured data that, in 

relation to the measured values, increased. This caused problems especially for 

CH4 and SO2 that were only produced in small amounts in the lower temperature 

regime. 

In addition, it has to be taken into account that the analyzing equipment should 

be as close to the source of release as possible to reduce possible errors. The 

the obtained data with care. This dead-time – being close to 40 seconds in some 

cases – still had to be taken into account for each individual species and 

temperature. The curves had to be shifted on the time axis to give the release 

directly at the droplet. This then resulted in a gas release as presented in 

figure 17. It can be seen that the gas release starts approximately at the same 

time for all species. The fact that the concentration is below 0 for some curves is 

due to numerical errors in the deconvolution process and does, of course, not 

reflect the reality. These negative concentrations have been zero-padded for the 

further evaluation of the data considering the adjustment of the kinetic 

parameters in the simulation program. 

dead-time of the equipment used is quite long and, thus, giving reasons to handle 
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Figure 17: Deconvolved gas release directly at the droplet, Experiment 375 K 

In order to have an average data to be used for comparison to the simulated gas 

release the release, was normalized by mass to equal the release of 1 mg of 

black liquor and an average of all experiments at each temperature was taken. 
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Figure 18: Normalized CO2 release for all experiments at 375 °C 
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Again, there are two different averages, due to the very different results for two 

series of experiments at 375 °C. The deviation of the different experiments from 

the average is acceptably small for CO2 and CO but for CH4 and SO2 the relative 

deviation increases as the absolute value for the deviation is about the same but 

the signal value is smaller. This fact has to be taken into account for all gas 

species when the temperature is decreased, due to lower release. One important 

point that can be stated is that the time when the gas release started was about 

the same in all experiments. As the temperature profile for all experiments is the 

same this indicates that there is a distinct temperature when the reactions start. 
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Figure 19: Normalized SO2 release for all experiments at 375 °C 

The normalization and averaging led to release data for all four species CO2, CO, 

CH4 and SO2 at temperatures of 300, 325, 350, 375 and 400 °C. To be able to 

compare the data to the simulation the accumulated amount was calculated by 

integration. The mass of released gases per mg droplet is used as unit and the 

values are adjusted to the droplet mass used for the simulations later on. 
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Figure 20: Normalized CO2 release in the range of 300 to 400 °C 
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Figure 21: Normalized CO release in the range of 300 to 400 °C 
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Figure 22: Normalized CH4 release in the range of 300 to 400 °C 
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Figure 23: Normalized SO2 release in the range of 300 to 400 °C 

From the graphs it can be clearly seen that there is an increase in gas release 

with increasing temperature. The dominating gases are CO and CO2 and minor 

release can be detected for CH4 and SO2. For lower temperatures - 350 °C and 

below – the release data has to be handled with care as the signal-to-noise-ratio 
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is decreasing and it becomes difficult to see clear trends. Looking at the two main 

species, CO and CO2, the temperature dependence of the gas release seems to 

differ as the CO2 release is increasing from 375 to 400 °C whereas the amount of 

CO released is decreased by that temperature rise. Also for CH4, the amount 

released is getting smaller at 400 °C compared to 375 °C. The overall gas 

release doesn’t change between these two temperatures as can be seen from 

figure 13, where the accumulated amount of gases released is plotted for the 

different temperatures. This gives reason for further investigations on the 

behaviour in higher temperature regimes. 

 

Adjustment of kinetic parameters 
 

esentations of the gas 

release from the simulations that fit well to the experimental data. Therefore, 

optimization routines were applied to modify the kinetic parameters – namely the 

collision frequency factors and activation energies – in order to get a better fit of 

the release curves. In order to carry out the optimization within in a reasonable 

period of time, it was necessary to write a new, simpler program for calculating 

the gas release. The original program took between two and three hours to finish 

the calculations for an experiment of 350 seconds. As several hundred 

calculations are necessary for the optimisation algorithm to search for improved 

values it is practically impossible to do the optimisation on the original program. 

Therefore, a simplified program was developed to optimize the parameters. This 

program used data from a calculation with the original program to compute the 

gas release. Based on the calculated temperature profile it checked only for 

pyrolysis reactions in each section and gave the accumulated gas relea e for 

experimental data, only 

The goal with adjusting the parameters is to get repr

s

each section as result. To get comparable values to the 

the values at each 0.5 seconds were picked from the temperature profile, which 

increased the speed of calculation even further. A simplification in this program, 

that has to be considered, is the fact that it adds up all produced gases whereas 

the original program only calculates the gases actually released from the droplet 
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which is closer to the real case in the experiment. This simplification though 

introduced an acceptably small error of 2.3 % for all species as can be seen in 

figure 24 showing the overall CO2 and CO production and the release of the two 

species for the basic case at 375 °C. 

 

 

Figure 24: Difference between overall release and gases leaving the droplet for the 
simulation 

This program was then used as a function for the optimization algorithm, 

returning the sum of squares of the difference between the measured and 

calculated amount of gases for each time. A droplet with a diameter of 4.2 mm 

was used, having a weight of 46.55 mg. This represents a good average of the 

experimental range. 
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Optimization algorithms 
 

Several algorithms implemented in MATLAB such as lsqnonlin, fmincon and 

 were tested. The one that gave fminsearch reasonable results for most of the 

cases that were tested in the beginning was the SIMPLEX algorithm developed 

by Nelder and Mead [24] and implemented in MATLAB as function fminsearch. It 

therefore was decided to use this algorithm for the optimisation. The SIMPLEX 

algorithm is more robust and doesn’t use any information about Jacobian or 

Hessian matrices. This might result in longer iterations but is as well more stable. 

The other algorithms are numerically calculating derivatives to get a Jacobian 

matrix what may result in faster convergence but also implies more numerical 

problems. As acceptable results were obtained with the SIMPLEX algorithm it 

was considered sufficient to use this method. 

 

Optimization results and discussion 
 

The focus of the optimization is on the two temperatures of 375 and 400  

es. This value is less than 10 % for the measured gases in 

ll experiments what is a lot less than the initially used value of 40 % in the 

simulation program. But it has to be considered that there are other gases 

produced as stated in the experimental part. Therefore the amount of solids that 

can be pyrolysed was kept at the initial 40 % to calculate reaction kinetics for all 

gases released but the amount of each gas species was limited to the 

corresponding experimental amount. 

°C as

the experimental data is most reliable there. In a first step, the kinetic parameters 

are adjusted for 375 °C. The adjustment was done for the CO release with using 

the obtained ratio of gas release for 375 °C from the experiments (see table 5). 

The amount of gases released was limited by setting a maximum value for the 

dry solid mass that could be converted as this was the only feasible way to limit 

the production of gas

a
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It showed that there are several sets of parameters giving good fit for the gas 

uesses for the four parameters A1, E1, A2 and E2 

able 9: Optimization results at 375 °C based on the CO release 

release. With different starting g

different final values were obtained. The starting guess for the first optimisation 

was the literature data that originally was used in the program. As a second try, 

the values were decreased to 50 % and finally very low values were used as 

starting guess. As the result for that last try gave no physically feasible solution – 

a negative collision factor A2 was obtained – it was decided to try the option of 

representing the resulting reaction kinetics with only one reaction. Therefore, the 

reaction kinetics were calculated for a temperature range of 250 to 500 °C with 

the starting guesses for four parameters. From a linearized plot of ln rpyro over 1/T 

the two kinetic parameters for a single reaction then could be calculated and 

used as starting guess for the optimization with only two parameters. The results 

of the optimisation based on CO are shown in table 9. 

T

  Starting 1 
guess (4 parameters)

2 
(2 parameters) 

A1 [/s ] 3.7·10  3.46·105 18.55 -1 5

E1 [/(J/mol)] 7.36·10  9.7·10  4.45·10  4 4 4

A2 [/s-1] 1.46·1013 1.33·1013 - 
E2 [/(J/mol)] 2.51·105 2.6·105 - 

A 

Residual sum 
of squares 5.13·10-11 4.39·10-13 3.00·10-13 

A1 [/s-1] 1.85·105 8.86·103 6.25·104 
E1 [/(J/mol)] 3.68·104 7.75·104 5.37·104 

A2 [/s-1] 7.30·1012 1.7·1012 - 
E2 [/(J/mol)] 1.26·105 2.01·105 - 

B 

Residual sum 
of squares 7.73·10-6 3.86·10-13 6.02·10-11 

A1 [/s-1] 1 0.61 0.81 
E1 [/(J/mol)] 100 1.89·102 44.16 

A2 [/s-1] 1 -0.60 - 
E2 [/(J/mol)] 100 1.39·102 - 

C 

Residual sum 
of squares 1.13·10-9 2.85·10-13 4.52·10-11 
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The fit has been improved by the optimization, decreasing the residual sum of 

squares by about two orders of magnitude. This also can be seen by plotting the 

simulated and experimental CO release curve for both the initial and a set of 

optimized parameters (A1). 

      

Figure 25: Initial and optimized CO release curve for 375 °C – simplified program 

The optimized curves start increasing later than the experimental ones, due to 

the constraint that pyrolysis reactions only are allowed to occur above 300 °C. 

e same shape for all 

parameter sets. The three sets of par

residual and result in a good fit. For a single reaction, only the first set of 

parameters gives a good fit. To further investigate the values for the reaction 

kinetics, the resulting 

plotted in figure 26 s fo r the t  C1 and C  with very low 

starting guesses p depe lthou timized set 

C1 results in the low dual, b unlikely to represent the real case. The 

set B2 gives even higher reaction kinetics than the initial set of parameters 

explaining t highe al for t The best fit was obtained for the three 

sets A1, A2 and B1. 

They have a steeper slope and in addition nearly th

ameters for two reactions have a low 

rpyro for the temperature range of 250-450 °C has been 

. The value r rpyro fo wo sets 2

are nearly tem erature in ndent. A gh the op

est resi oth are 

he r residu  this se . 
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Figure 26: Resulting rpyro for different kinetic parameters 

In a next step, the change in results for the optimized parameters depending on 

the chosen gas species for optimization was examined.  

Optimized parameters were found for starting points of the sets A1, A2 and B1, 

fitting the calculated and experimental gas release curves with the fminsearch 

algorithm. 

Table 10: Kinetic parameter sets for optimization based on different gas species release 
data at 375 °C 

 CO CO2 CH4 SO2 
A1 [/s-1] 3.46·105 3.62·105 3.58·105 3.57·105 

E1 [/(J/mol)] 9.7·104 9.77·104 9.68·104 7.93·104 
A2 [/s-1] 1.33·1013 1.28·1013 1.32·1013 1.45·1013 

A1 

E2 [/(J/mol)] 2.6·105 2.83·105 2.90·105 2.72·105 

A1 [/s-1] 18.55 12.37 11.44 115.08 
A2 

E1 [/(J/mol)] 4.45·104 4.27·104 4.14·104 3.84·104 

A1 [/s-1] 8.86·103 1.23·104 1.11·104 2.77·104 
E1 [/(J/mol)] 7.75·104 7.98·104 7.82·104 6.68·104 

A2 [/s-1] 1.7·1012 1.19·1012 1.53·1012 4.26·1012 
B1 

E2 [/(J/mol)] 2.01·105 1.96·105 2.01·105 1.85·105 
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The set of parameters based on the gas release for CO, CO2 and CH4 are 

approximately in the same range for all starting values. The obtained parameter 

sets, when optimizing for the SO2 release, differ. This can also be seen from 

figure 27 where the reaction kinetics (average of the three sets A1, A2 and B2) 

for the four gas species and for the initial parameters is given. 
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give too high values for all species. The kinetics based on the three species CO, 
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SO2 are high  imp  stat ese optimized values at 

375 °C and might differ for mpe

In ord o pro  on t se d he or ogram, 

the two sets  A2 o eters optim
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Figure 27: Optimized reaction kinetics at 375 °C 
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Figure 28: CO2 release data for 375 °C 
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Figure 29: CO release data for 375 °C 
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 Figure 30: CH4 release data for 375 °C 
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Figure 31: SO2 release data for 375 °C 

It can be clearly seen that the change in parameters improved the fit of the 

curves for CO2, CO and CH4 substantially. As already could be noticed in 

figure 27 the reaction kinetics based on CO are too low for the SO2 release and 

therefore the fit is worst for this gas species. In the case of SO2, the initial 
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parameters gave better fit than the optimized expression. But for the other three 

species, the CO based optimized kinetics gave an acceptable fit. The parameter 

set A2 assuming only one reaction even gives better fit for the temperature of 

375 °C. That both optimized curves are resulting in a slower release of the gases 

compared to the experiments is caused by the simplification of the program used 

for the optimization, which – as already mentioned - is adjusting all gas release 

within the droplet to the experimental data. Perfect fit to the curves cannot be 

expected though, in particular as there are several other factors influencing the 

resulting gas release as well. One major factor is the temperature profile. As the 

simulated and experimental gas release each are based on the simulated, 

respectively the measured temperature profile, differences between the two 

profiles result in differences for the gas release. To illustrate that difference, the 

ven at 375 °C. The thin lines represent 

the temperature in the different sections for the simulation whereas the thick lines 

are the simulation average on one hand and the average of all experiments at 

375 °C used for the evaluation on the other hand. 

temperature profiles for both cases are gi
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Figure 32: Temperature profiles at 375 °C - Simulation and Experiments 
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The difference is not too big, but as the resulting reaction kinetics are directly 

based on the temperature the influence cannot be neglected. Also, the mass 

transfer inside the droplet is significantly influencing the resulting gas release. All 

these properties are dependent on the physical properties and boundary 

conditions defined for the simulations. 

The same optimization procedure was applied for a temperature of 400 °C. Only 

the three starting guesses that gave good and realistic results, namely A1, A2 

and B1, were used in this case. Again, it can be seen that the resulting kinetics 

are in the same range for the three species CO, CO2 and CH4 but are higher and 

closer to the initially used coal kinetics for SO2. For the first three species the 

kinetics are in the same range as for 375 °C (dashed lines in figure 33) whereas 

for SO2 the kinetics are lower at 400 °C than they are at 375 °C. 

Table 11: Kinetic parameter sets for optimization based on different gas species release 
data at 400 °C 

 CO CO2 CH4 SO2 
A1 [/s-1] 2.87·105 2.98·105 5 52.92·10  3.24·10  

E  [/(J/mol)] 9.67·104 9.63·104 1 9.63·104 8.79·104 
A2 [/s-1] 1.16·1013 1.21·1013 1.17·1013 1.28·1013 

A1 

E2 [/(J/mol)] 2.91·105 2.81·105 2.88·105 2.77·105 

A1 [/s-1] 15.24 13.86 15.87 45.48 
A2 

E1 [/(J/mol)] 4.31·104 4.26·104 4.29·104 4.21·104 

A1 [/s-1] 2.42·104 3.63·104 3.10·104 4.26·103 
E1 [/(J/mol)] 8.34·104 8.50·104 8.42·104 7.07·104 

A2 [/s-1] 2.88·1012 1.78·1012 3.44·1012 5.04·1012 
B1 

E2 [/(J/mol)] 2.09·105 2.05·105 2.08·105 1.78·105 
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mized reaction kinetics at 400 °C 

In next step, the optimized parameters based on CO at 375 °C and 400 °C where 

used for a ca  at 4 oth p r set  A2 d. The 

ratio of gas release and t for t nt o o be ed was 

adjusted to en s as  tab res 34 to 37 clearly 

show that the parameters for 375 °C giv ood fit  °C as well. Even for 

SO2, where the reaction kinetics show e difference, the fit is almost the 

same as with amet 0 °C

Figure 33: Opti

lculation 00 °C. B aramete s A1 and were use

he limit he amou f solids t  pyrolys

 the experim tal value  given in le 5. Figu

e a g at 400

 ed som

 the par ers at 40 . 
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Figure 34: CO2 release data for 400 °C 
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Figure 35: CO release data for 400 °C 
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Figure 36: CH4 release data for 400 °C 
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Figure 37: SO2 release data for 400 °C 
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Finally it was tried to have one separate reaction for each species, resulting in 

8 kinetic parameters. This was done for 375 °C and the obtained fit was less 

accurate than having one reaction for all species and using the release ratio 

obtained from the experiments. In particular for the species SO2 the fit was worst. 

This is mainly due to the fact that it only is possible to limit the overall release of 

gases in this case, whereas it is possible to define the ratio of released gases 

when using one reaction for all species. The plots for the simplified program are 

given in figure 38 

  

  

Figure 38: Fit between experimental and optimized gas release at 375 °C 

The parameters obtained from that optimization were used for calculations at 375 

and 400 °C to see if the change in release ratio can be simulated with the 

reaction kinetics obtained at 375 °C. 

Table 12: Parameters obtained when assuming a single reaction for each species at 375 °C 

Gas species A1 [/(s-1)] E1 [/(J/mol)] 
CO 20.73 5.05·104 
CO2 14.43 4.67·104 
CH4 1.19 4.80·104 
SO2 13.27 6.10·104 
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Figure 39: Simulated and experimental gas release at 375 °C using one reaction for each 
species 

In figures 39 and 40 it can be seen that the kinetics obtained by optimization at 

375 °C give an acceptable fit for this temperature. It is less accurate than using 

one or two reactions and the ratio of released gases though. For 400 °C the 

resulting release does not fit to the experimental results. It therefore is not 

possible to implement pyrolysis kinetics for each species describing the release 

correctly over a broad temperature range. This is probably due to the fact that 

each species is produced by several reactions from the organic material 

therefore making it hard to describe the release with a single reaction. 
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Figure 40: Simulations at 400 °C with 8 parameters obtained at 375 °C 

for porous 

media. The experiments performed in the range of 275 to 400 °C gave results 

with high fluctuations. The dry solid mass loss can be expected to be between 20 

and 40 %. An elemental analysis at 400 °C indicates a dry mass loss of about 

27 %. At 375 and 400 °C, the four measured gases during the experiments 

account for about 20 to 40 % of all gases released during pyrolysis. The two main 

released gases are CO and CO2 and the ratio of the gases changes for the 

different temperatures. The onset of pyrolysis reactions has been assumed to be 

at 300 °C which was in accordance with the experiments. 

 

Conclusions 
 

In the optimization part, it has been found that it is possible to adjust the kinetic 

parameters with help of experimental data. The MATLAB program, used for the 

simulations, has been extended, now being able to handle different gas species. 

This can easily be extended to more than the five species H2O, CO2, CO, CH4 

and SO2 that are included at the moment. The heat transfer modelling has been 

changed to a more advanced model based on the dusty gas model 
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A method to find optimized kinetic parameters has been developed using a 

simplified program. The resulting kinetics are lower than the initially ones based 

on devolatilization of coal. For the three species CO, CO2 and CH4, the kinetics 

were in the same range for both 375 and 400 °C. When optimizing the kinetics 

based on the experimental data for SO2, higher reaction kinetics were obtained 

and in addition these kinetics differed for 375 and 400 °C. The reason for this 

might be that the pyrolysis reactions for SO2 are faster than for the other species, 

but could also be due to the uncertainties implied in method of deconvolution, in 

particular in case of low gas release as for SO2. The fit between the simulated 

and experimental curves was improved substantially by the optimized kinetics 

and even the kinetics obtained at 375 °C gave good fit at 400 °C. In the 

examined temperature range, it is possible to replace the two parallel reactions 

by only one reaction without losing accuracy in the fit of data. It was not possible 

 for each species. 

y defining the ratio of gases released at each temperature, it is possible though 

 experimental data with one set of kinetics. 

igh uncertainty of the 

to get an acceptable fit for the gas release using one reaction

B

to get good fit to the

 

Recommendations 
 

During the experiments it was found that the measurement of the mass of the 

droplet still needs to be improved. To properly estimate the mass loss in the 

experiments it is necessary to determine the final mass of the pyrolysed droplet. 

By that it also is possible to get a better idea about the amount of gases that are 

produced but not measured. The gas measurements themselves also gave 

strange results and it is questionable if the method of deconvolution can be 

properly applied on the existing equipment as the dead-time of the analysers is 

quite high.  

In order to further investigate if the obtained kinetics fit the experimental data, it is 

necessary to check for higher temperatures. An interesting aspect here is to see 

if the different behaviour of SO2 release can be confirmed for a higher 

temperature range or if the difference only is due to a h
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deconvolution process at low concentrations. Another important aspect to ensure 

more reliability of the obtained kinetics is to verify the physical properties of black 

liquor that are used in the program. Properties like surface tension, viscosity or 

heat capacity are influencing the swelling behaviour and the heat transfer, and 

will therefore influence the temperature profile and, consequently, the gas 

release. Here, it is important to take into account the gases that are released, but 

not measured, in the simulations as the gas release determines the swelling. It 

might also be useful to test the grid independence by changing the number of 

cells used for the calculations. Depending on the size of the droplet the 

assumption of equal conditions within one section might be questionable. Finally 

it might be necessary to have several optimization runs for the kinetic parameters 

as a change in the gas release will cause a change in the temperature profile. 

Preliminary examinations though showed that the difference is minimal and can 

be neglected compared to other sources of error. 
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List of Symbols 
 

Standard symbols 

C [-] dry content 

aR [m-1] Rosseland mean absorption coefficient 

A [m2] area 

A1.A2 [s-1] collision frequency factors for pyrolysis 

CP [J/(kg·K)] heat capacity 

D

E1.E2 [J/mol] activation energies for pyrolysis 

k [W/(m·K)] thermal conductivity 

m [kg] mass 

m&  [kg/s] mass flow 

 [kg/mol] molar mass 

[m] radius 

 [m3] volume 

 [-] porosity 

M

P [Pa] pressure 

q [J] energy 

r 

T [K] temperature 

tstep [s-1] inverse of time step 

V

 

Greek symbols 
∆ [-] difference 

φ

µ [Pa·s] dynamic viscosity 

ρ [kg/m3] density 
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Indices 
0 initial 

acc accumulated 

BL black liquor 

ne

10-5 [m] 

8.314 [J/(mol·K)] 

emissiv 62 [-] 

14 [-] 

/(m2·K4)] 

 

boil boiling 

bub bubble 

E excess 

evap evaporation 

G gases 

i intersectional 

in coming in 

inc increase 

w new (at the next time step) 

old old (at the current time step) 

out leaving 

pyro pyrolysis 

S solids 

W water 

 

Constants 
K Darcy constant 

R gas constant 

ε ity factor for black liquor 0.5

π Pi 3.

σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant 5.67·10-8 [W
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Appendix A – Matlab program code 
 

Main program – blg2.m 
 
Latest version of the main program with the optimized parameter set for 375 °C. 

 drying, pyrolysis and 

or [Pa·s] 
0.2;          r [N/m] 
er=2;          drying/evaporation 

rol=6e-5;       rolysis 
   

fer coefficient [W/m2] 
ases) [J/kg,K] 
ater   [J/kg,K] 
ergy [J/kg] 
duced gases [Pa·s] 

as = 0.3;          % heat conductivity of the gases [W/m,K] 
O = 0.018;       % [kg/mol] The gas G is represented by 7 different 

     % [kg/mol] compounds H20, CO, CO2, CH4, SO2, H2S, N2 
      % [kg/mol] G is the overall gas mass 

l]  
 

mol] 
M_N2 = 0.02
 
% pyrol
A  = 3.4
E  = 9.7
A2 = 1.3

2 = 2.6e5;         % activation energy [J/mol] 
Hpyro = 1.45e5;     % heat of react. [J/kg BLS] 

 
% general constants 
emm = 0.56;          % emission coefficient [-] 
sigma_rad = 5.67e-8;  % Stefan-Boltzmans constant [W/m2,K4] 
Rg = 8.3145;         % gas constant [J/mol,K] 
aR = 850;            % Rosseland mean adsorption coefficient [1/m] 
% input data 
Tsurr = 273+375;     % surrounding temperature [K] 

 
% Calculates the black liquor swelling during
% gasification 
 
clear all    % clear memory 
tic          % start "stop watch" 
 
% physical properties of black liquor 
Cps = 1000;          % heat capacity BLS [J/kg,K] 
rho = 1200;          % density [kg/m3] 
DC = 0.64;           % dry content  
viskbl=1e5;          % viscosity of black liqu
surfbl= % surface tension of black liquo
Kawat  % darcy constant for BL during 
Kapy  % darcy constant for BL during py
eps0 = 0.01;      % initial porosity of BL 
 
% other physical properties (water/gases) 
h=57.4;              % outer heat trans
Cpg = 100;           % heat capacity (g
Cpw = 4180;          % heat capacity w
dHevap = 2245000;    % evaporation en
visk = 5e5;          % viscosity of pro
kg
M_H2
M_CO = 0.028;   
M_CO2 = 0.044; 
M_CH4 = 0.016;       % [kg/mo
M_SO2 = 0.064;       % [kg/mol]
M_H2S = 0.034;       % [kg/

8;        % [kg/mol] 

 ysis kinetics data: 
1 6e5;          % rate coeff. [1/s] 
1 e4;         % activation energy [J/mol] 

3e13;        % rate coeff. [1/s] 
E
d
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Tdrop = 300;         % droplet temperature [K] 
       
a] 

0 = 4.2e-3;         % droplet diameter 
n = 10;              % number of intervalls for the sectioning of the droplet 

gas bubbles inside droplet overall 
[1/s] 

max = 1; 

_time;   % time for simulation [1/tstep] 

p

/2/n; 

"s

 fo

er 

)/

 sphereshells)     

i(i

(

ber of bubbles') 

V0(i

Tpyro = 573;         % temperature when pyrolysis starts [K]
Psurr = 101325;      % surrounding pressure in the reactor [P
d

nbubble = 1000000;   % number of 
tstep = 100;         % time steps 
sim_time = 350;      % simulation time [s]  
 
a
maxiter = 0; 
counter = 0; 
time = tstep*sim
 
% Initialization 
%
%

 V0 = volume (m3) 
 W0 = amount of liquid water (kg) 

% S0 = amount of solids (kg) 
% G0 = overall amount of gases  (kg) 
 
% Dividing the dro let in sections 
 
% Overall volume of the droplet 
Vtot=4*pi/3*(d0/2)^3;        
% First section - inner sphere r = 0 
r
%
(1,1)=0;                

 Section 2-n - inner "sphereshells" 
for i =2:n 
    r(1,i)=r(1,i-1)+d0
end 
% Section n+1 - out phereshell" er 
r(1,n+1)=d0/2; 
 
% Defining the radius r the intersection area ri(i) 
% and the volume of each section V0(i) 
for i = 1:n 
    % for section 1 (inn sphere) 
    if i == 1      
        ri(i) = (((d0/2/n)^3 2)^(1/3); 
        V0(i) = 4*pi/3*ri(i)^3; 
    % for section 2-6 (inner and outer
    else         
        ri(i) = ((r(i+1)^3+r(i)^3)/2)^(1/3); 

*r        V0(i) = 4*pi/3 )^3-4*pi/3*ri(i-1)^3;       
    end 
    % number of bubbles per section 
    nbub(i) = round i)*nbubble/Vtot);  (V0
   if nbub(i) == 0  
        display('to low num
        pause 
    end 
    % Radius of the bubbles in each section - void b
    Rbub(i) = (3/4/pi* )*eps0/nbub(i))^(1/3); 

ubble size 

end 
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% put the calculatio oints in the middle of the can p lculations cells 

ri(i-1

r of ubble size for the outer section 
*

bub(n+1) = round(V0(n+1)*nbubble/Vtot); 
= (3/4/pi*V0(n+1)*eps0/nbub(n+1))^(1/3);  

e radius 

mount of each section 
1-DC);    

ssumed to be N2 as the working atmosphere is N2 
0(1:n+1) = eps0*V0'*Psurr/Rg/Tdrop*M_N2;    

n 
0(1:n+1) = Tdrop; 

 

ction 

ch section 
0; 

tep 1 for each section 
 = S0; 

 (only initialisation values - will be calculated) 
; 

 gas amount for time step 1 for each section 
ubbles 

unt H2O, CO, CO2, CH4, SO2, H2S & N2 
 released during evaporation (H2O) and pyrolysis 

 [0 0 0 0 0 0 G0(x)];      

step 1 

re for time step 1 for each section 

 P0; 
e step 1 

leased gases component-specific at time step 1 

s of drop (kg) 
) = sum(V0*rho); 

aporated water in each section 
H2O_vap(1,1:n+1) = 0; 
 

% which are defined by ri not r. 1 and n+1 will not change. 
for i = 2:n 
    r(1,i) = ((ri(i)^3+ )^3)/2)^(1/3); 
end 
 
% Volume, numbe  bubbles and void b
V0(n+1) = Vtot-4*pi/3 ri(n)^3; 
n
Rbub(n+1) 
 
%initial bubbl
Rbubstart = Rbub; 
 
% initial water a
W0(1:n+1) = V0*rho*(
% initial solid amount of each section 
S0(1:n+1) = V0*rho*DC;        
% initially the gas inside the droplet is a
G
% initial temperature of each sectio
T
% initial pressure of each section
P0(1:n+1) = Psurr; 
% volume for time step 1 for each se
V(1,:) = V0;           
% water amount for time step 1 for ea
W(1,:) = W
% solid amount for time s
S(1,:)
% thermal conductivity for all sections
k(1,1:n+1) = 0.1
%
% initially there is only N2 in the gas phase of the b
% seven components are taken into acco
% they are
for x = 1:n+1                              
    G(1,x,1:7) =
end                                        
% released gases for time 
Gas_released(1,:) = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 
% temperatu
T(1,:) = T0; 
% pressure for time step 1 for each section 
P(1,:) =
% accumulated released gases at tim
ARG(1) = 0; 
% accumulated re
ACC_GAS(1,1:7) = 0; 
% initial mas
m_o_d(1
% porosity for each section 
eps(1,1:n+1) = eps0; 
% ev
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% Dummy values for porosity, radius, intersection area radius and bubble 

 eps; 

 = ri; 
bubnew = Rbub; 

so Darcy constant set to this value 

 calculations 

=1; 

e_s*10000)/10000; 

ch second of the calculation time - display 

e_s),tstep,sim_time]) 

+ tstep/10 & tstep > tstep0 & mod(time_s,2.0/tstep) == 0  

2; 

en it is lower than 0.002 the pressure is accepted as correct 

ring pressure calculation 

ition > 0.002  % iteration to find the right pressure 

AS(t+1,:) = ACC_GAS(t,:); 
 

(t,:); 

mber of iterations a 

m number of iterations 

% void radius 
eps_new =
rnew = r; 
rinew
R
 
% first evaporation will occur - 
Ka = Kawater; 
 
%
tmax=time/tstep; 
t = 0; 
t0
time_s = 0; 
tstep0 = tstep; 
t_crit = 0; 
while time_s <= sim_time 
% for t=1:time 
    % simulation time is increased by time step 
    time_s = time_s + 1/tstep;     
    time_s = round(tim
    t = t + 1; 
    % counting up ea
    if time_s>t0 
       disp([round(tim
       t0=t0+1; 
    end 
     
    if t > t_crit 
    % 64 is used to keep "good" steps 
        tstep = tstep/
        t_crit = t; 
    end 
    % guessed pressure in the cells at t+1 
    Pguess(1:n+1) = P(t,1:n+1);   
    % dummy value 
    Pnew(1:n+1) = P(t,1:n+1);     
    % pressure change check - wh
    condition = 1.0; 
    % variable to count the iterations du
    a = 0;                 
    while cond
        ARG(t+1) = ARG(t); 
        ACC_G
        H2O_vap(t+1,1:n+1) = H2O_vap(t,1:n+1);
        rnew = r
        rinew = ri; 
        % counting the nu
        a = a+1; 
        % storing the maximu
        if a > amax 
            amax = a; 
        end 
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        if a > 40 
        % in case to many iterations are needed the time step is decreased 

 testing value 
ckstep = 1;    

uessed pressure in the cells at t 
1) = P(t-backstep,1:n+1); 

          Pnew(1:n+1) = P(t-backstep,1:n+1); 

 timevec(t+1-backstep);  
          % increase time step 

step*2; 

  % set back time calculator 
  t = t-backstep; 

; 

 > 15000 

mall time step'); 

ht have to be modified for better speed 
=0.2*Pnew+0.8*Pguess; 

ion for each section 

nd energy balances 
if x==1         % inner section 

          % the energy "leaving" through the point "0" - the centre of the droplet -  

 applies for the gas  
out(1)=0;   

else             
 in the inner section" treated before 

 
o the energy & mass "out of the actual section" 

);      

 right darcy constant for evaporation and pyrolysis 

ater; 

ction 
        

er section 
 = (P(t,n+1)+Pguess(n+1))/2;           

ce according to Darcy's law 
a/visk*(Pavg-Psurr)*eps(t,x)^3/(1-eps(t,x))^2;  

            % is just a
            ba
            % g
            Pguess(1:n+
  
            % back one time step 
            time_s =
  
            tstep = t
            t_crit = t; 
          
          
            a = 0
        end 
        if tstep
          beep 
          disp('to s
          pause 
        end 
        % this is a simple adaptation but mig
        Pguess
         
        % calculat
        for x=1:n+1           
            % mass a
            
      
                % will still be in that sectionso no energy can go out 
                out(1)=0;       
                % the same
                gas_
            
                % setting the energy & mass "in
                out(x)=in(x-1);              
                % equal t
                gas_out(x)=gas_in(x-1
            end 
            % using the
            if W(t,x) > 0 
                Ka = Kaw
            else 
                Ka = Kapyrol; 
            end 
             
            % outer se
            if x==n+1
                % the average pressure in the out
                Pavg
                % the flux of gas due to pressure differen
                vg = -K
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                % if the pressure in the outer section is higher than the surrounding pressure 
ection 

        
1:7) = G(t,x,1:7);         

         
rom the surrounding (simplification)    

e in kg 
pi*rnew(x)^2*vg*Pavg/Rg/T(t,x)*M_avg/tstep; 

nt of heat due to convection, radiation and the gas mass increase 
^2*(h*(Tsurr-T(t,x)) +... 

a_rad*(Tsurr^4-T(t,x)^4)) +... 
s_in(x)*Cpg*(T(t,x)-273);             

% new mass of droplet 
 = m_o_d(t)+gas_in(x);            

er sections     
          

% distance between the centre points of two neighbouring sections 

tween two neighbouring sections 
      dT = T(t,x+1)-T(t,x); 

 inner of the two section looked at 
)+Pguess(x))/2; 

uter of the two section looked at 
(x+1))/2; 

; 
re in the inner section (x) is higher than the outer one (x+1) 

ing out will be the one in the inner section 
                    

tor(1:7) = G(t,x,1:7); 

 will be the one from the outer section    

,1:7); 
_avg = Molmass(Gas_vector); 

ent of the section under consideration 
+W(t,x)); 

orrelation for the heat conduction of the solids 
10^(-3))*(T(t,x)-273.15) + 0.58 - 0.335*St; 

heat transfer inside the droplet 
  k(t,x) = ks(t,x)*(1-eps(t,x)^(2/3)) + ... 

3))/((1-eps(t,x)^(1/3))/ks(t,x) + ... 
1/3))/kgas) + (16*sigma_rad*T(t,x)^3)/(3*aR)*eps(t,x); 

)*Pavg1/Rg/T(t,x)*M_avg; 

*(T(t,x)-273); 
            end        

                % the molar mass of the gas flowing out will be the one in this s
                if  vg <= 0                      
                   Gas_vector(
                   M_avg = Molmass(Gas_vector); 
                % else the gas flowing in will be N2 f
                else                                     
                   M_avg = M_N2; 
                end 
                % gas mass increas
                gas_in(x) = 4*
                % amou
                in(x) = 4*pi/tstep*rnew(x)
                    emm*sigm
                    ga
                
                m_o_d(t+1)
                 
            % all other sections - inn
            else   
                
                dr = rnew(x+1)-rnew(x);                    
                % temperature difference be
          
                % average pressure in the
                Pavg1 = (P(t,x
                % average pressure in the o
                Pavg2 = (P(t,x+1)+Pguess
                % flux of gas between theses two sections 
                vg = -Ka/visk*(Pavg1-Pavg2)*eps(t,x)^3/(1-eps(t,x))^2
                % if the pressu
                % the molar mass of the gas flow
                if vg <= 0           
                   Gas_vec
                   M_avg = Molmass(Gas_vector);          
                % else the gas flowing in
                else                                     
                   Gas_vector(1:7) = G(t,x+1
                   M
                end 
                % dry cont
                St=S(t,x)/(S(t,x)
                % c
                ks(t,x) = (1.44*
                % 
              
                    (eps(t,x)^(2/
                    (eps(t,x)^(
                % gas mass increase in kg 
                gas_in(x)=4*pi/tstep*rinew(x)^2*vg*eps(t,x
                % energy increase due to conduction and the gas mass increase 
                in(x)=k(t,x)*4*pi/tstep*rinew(x)^2*dT/dr+gas_in(x)*Cpg
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            % gas accumulation (mass transport) for the section under consideration 
            ack_gas(x) = gas_in(x)-gas_out(x); 
            % energy accumulation for the section under consideration 

der consideration 
,x)); 

lation of the heat capacities based on temperature and 
ap 

7-101.39; 

point & water left to evaporate 
t,x) >= Tboil & W(t,x)>0          

k(x);   

eing evaporated 

cumulation is reduced as energy is used for evaporation 

uced by the amount evaporated 

 of evaporated water    

,x)*Cpw + GAS*Cpg); 

new = 373 + 50*St.^2.74+101.06*(P(t,x)/1e5)^0.2487-101.39; 

re obtained by the assumption 
iling point 

ng assumption - not all water is evaporated 

 

            ack(x) = in(x)-out(x); 
            % dummy value 
            ack2 = ack(x); 
            % dry content of the section un
            St = S(t,x)/(S(t,x)+W(t
            % calcu
            % dry content -> function heatc
            [Cpw, Cps, CpE] = heatcap(T(t,x),St); 
            % boiling point calculation based on dry content 
            Tboil = 373+50*St.^2.74+101.06*(P(t,x)/1e5)^0.248
             
            % E V A P O R A T I O N 
             
            % test if evaporation occurs: T above boiling 
            if T(
                % dummy value 
                acktot = ac
                % test to see if all is dried               
                % assuming all water of the section b
                dW = W(t,x);               
                % the new energy ac
                ack2 = acktot-dW*dHevap; 
                % the new water amount is red
                % (is equal to zero in this case as all water is evaporated) 
                W(t+1,x) = W(t,x)-dW; 
                % the gas amount is increased by the mass
                G(t+1,x,1) = G(t,x,1) + dW;     
                % overall gas mass [kg] 
                GAS = G(t+1,x,1)+G(t,x,2)+G(t,x,3)+G(t,x,4)+G(t,x,5)+G(t,x,6)+G(t,x,7); 
                % temperature change 
                dT = ack2 / (S(t,x)*Cps + W(t+1
                % new temperature 
                T(t+1,x) = T(t,x) + dT; 
                % new dry content 
                St = S(t,x) / (S(t,x) + W(t+1,x)); 
                % new boiling point 
                Tboil
 
                if T(t+1,x) < Tboilnew   
                % Partial evaporation occurs as the new temperatu
                % that all water is evaporated is lower than the the real bo
                % for complete evaporation => wro
 
                    % an amount of water evaporated is guessed
                    dWguess = acktot/dHevap;   
                    if dWguess<0 
                        dWguess=0; 
                    end 
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                    % the new boiling point is obtained by a minimization 
                    % function (fzero) 
                    options = optimset('Display','off','TolX',1e-15); 
                    GASES = 0; 
                    % sum of gas mass (kg) 

 

ss,options, acktot, W(t,x), ...      
Cps, Cpw,CpE,Cpg, P(t,x));   

 boiling point calculation 

      if output.iterations > maxiter         
rations;       

          [maxiter t]; 

duced 
 used to evaporate the water  
W*dHevap;                     

vaporated 

unt is increase by the mass of water evaporated 

  

y in that section 

e higher than W(t,x) 

energy left to heat up/pyrolyse is calculated 

ater in the droplet is reduced by the amount evaporated 

                  % the amount of gases is increased by the amount of water evaporated 
 dW; 

              % only water vapour is adding to the accumulated released gases 

e is increased by the amount evaporated 
 = ACC_GAS(t+1,1) + dW; 

e 6 other compounds doesn't change during evaporation 
:7 

                    G(t+1,x,q) = G(t,x,q); 
                end 
                % accumulated evaporated water for each section 
                H2O_vap(t+1,x) = H2O_vap(t+1,x) + dW; 
                 

                    for q = 1:7
                        GASES = GASES+G(t,x,q);      
                    end 
                    [dW, fval, exitflag, output]=... 
                        fminbnd(@Drying,0,dWgue
                        GASES, T(t,x), S(t,x), dHevap, 
                    % the maximum number of iterations for the
                    % are saved on the variable maxiter here 
              
                        maxiter = output.ite
              
                    end 
                    % the new energy accumulation is re
                    % as energy is
                    ack2 = acktot-d
                    % the new water amount is reduced by the amount e
                    W(t+1,x) = W(t,x)-dW; 
                    % the new gas amo
                    G(t+1,x,1) = G(t,x,1) + dW; 
                else 
                % All water evaporates 
                    % dummy value 
                    ack1 = acktot;           
                    % maximum amount of water than can be 
                    % evaporated with the energ
                    dW = ack1/dHevap; 
                    % can't evaporate more water than exists, 
                    % so the value can't b
                    if dW > W(t,x)             
                        dW = W(t,x); 
                    end      
                    % the rest of the 
                    ack2 = acktot-dW*dHevap; 
                    % the amount of w
                    W(t+1,x) = W(t,x)-dW; 
  
                    G(t+1,x,1) = G(t,x,1) +
                end                                          
                % amounts of solids doesn't change with evaporation of water 
                S(t+1,x) = S(t,x); 
  
                ARG(t+1) = ARG(t+1)+dW; 
                % the accumulated water releas
                ACC_GAS(t+1,1)
                % the amount of th
                for q = 2
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            % P Y R O L Y S I S     
             
            % test for pyrolysis: temperature has to be reached, 

aximally be pyrolysed  
d 

yro & S(t,x) > 0.6*S0(x) & W(t,x) == 0   
p] 

A1*exp(-E1/Rg/T(t,x))+A2*exp(-E2/Rg/T(t,x)))*S(t,x)/tstep;           

sis 

 released (H2O, CO, CO2, CH4, SO2, H2S, N2) 
383 0.552 0.035 0.030 0 0]; 

as amount increases for the species involved in pyrolysis 

); 

 G(t,x,7); 
ases by the amount pyrolysed 

yro; 
ed gases increase by the amount of pyrolysed solids 

_GAS(t+1,:) + rpyro_gas*pyr_comp; 

ater, gas and solid content 

ction in the beginning 

UE TO DARCY-FLOW 

rom section n+1 leave the droplet 

(t+1,x,:); 

 
,q) + gas_Detailed(q); 

Gas_released(t+1,q) = Gas_released(t,q) - gas_Detailed(q);     

            % only 40 % can m
            % and drying has to be finishe
            elseif T(t,x) > Tp
                % amount of solids pyrolysed [kg/tste
                rpyro=(
                % amount of 4 gases released 
                rpyro_gas=0.18425*rpyro; 
                % energy accumulation is reduced by the reaction enthalpy 
                ack2 = ack(x)-rpyro*dHpyro; 
                % the water content is not changed by pyroly
                W(t+1,x) = W(t,x); 
                % relative amount of pyrolisys gases
                pyr_comp = [0 0.
                % the g
                for q = 2:5 
                    G(t+1,x,q) = G(t,x,q) + rpyro_gas*pyr_comp(q
                end 
                % no water is released 
                G(t+1,x,1) = G(t,x,1); 
                % H2S not taken into account (yet) and no N2 released 
                G(t+1,x,6) = G(t,x,6); 
                G(t+1,x,7) =
                % the solids amount decre
                S(t+1,x) = S(t,x) - rp
                % the accumulated releas
                ARG(t+1) = ARG(t+1) + rpyro; 
                % the accumulated gas amount is increased 
                ACC_GAS(t+1,:) = ACC
                 
            % NO EVAPORATION & NO PYROLYSIS     
            else 
                % no changes in w
                W(t+1,x)=W(t,x);     
                G(t+1,x,:)=G(t,x,:); 
                S(t+1,x)=S(t,x); 
            end       
            % gaseous volume in the se
            pseudo_gas_start=eps0*V0(x)*Psurr/Rg/Tdrop*M_N2; 
 
            % CHANGE IN GAS AMOUNT D
            % outer section 
            if x == n+1  
                if gas_in(x) <= 0 
                % gas_in < 0 means gases f
                    sum_Gas = sum(G(t+1,x,:)); 
                    gas_Detailed(1:7) = gas_in(x)/sum_Gas*G
                    % amount of accumulated released gases increases 
                    for q =1:7
                        G(t+1,x,q) = G(t+1,x
                        
                    end 
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                else 
                % else N2 will be going in the droplet from the reactor atmosphere     

ses doesn't increase 

s from the inner section (n) 

,:)); 
1,x-1,:); 

m section n+1 will move to section n 

s_Detailed(1:7) = gas_out(x)/sum_Gas*G(t+1,x,:); 

1,x,q) - gas_Detailed(q); 

go to section 2     

 % amount of gases in section x DECREASED 

  G(t+1,x,q) = G(t+1,x,q) + gas_Detailed(q); 

will be the one from the outer section 
S KNOWN FOR TIME t) 

_Gas = sum(G(t,x+1,:)); 
1,:); 

                 for q=1:7 

                                           

 sum(G(t+1,x,:)); 
,x,:); 

1:7 
 G(t+1,x,q) = G(t+1,x,q) + gas_Detailed(q); 

                   end 

                    G(t+1,x,7) = G(t+1,x,7) + gas_in(x); 
                    % amount of accumulated released ga
                    for q = 1:7 
                        Gas_released(t+1,q) = Gas_released(t,q);  
                    end 
                end 
                if gas_out(x) <= 0 
                % gas_out < 0 means gase
                % will be transported in section n+1     
                    sum_Gas = sum(G(t+1,x-1
                    gas_Detailed(1:7) = gas_out(x)/sum_Gas*G(t+
                    for q=1:7 
                        G(t+1,x,q) = G(t+1,x,q) - gas_Detailed(q); 
                    end 
                else         
                % gases fro
                    sum_Gas = sum(G(t+1,x,:)); 
                    ga
                    for q=1:7 
                        G(t+1,x,q) = G(t+
                    end 
                end 
 
            % inner section     
            elseif x == 1 
                if gas_in(x) <= 0 
                % means gases from section 1 
                   sum_Gas = sum(G(t+1,x,:)); 
                   gas_Detailed(1:7) = gas_in(x)/sum_Gas*G(t+1,x,:); 
                  
                   for q=1:7 
                     
                   end 
               else       
               % else the gas flowing in 
               % (THAT ONLY I
                   sum
                   gas_Detailed(1:7) = gas_in(x)/sum_Gas*G(t,x+
                   % amount of gases in section x INCREASED 
  
                       G(t+1,x,q) = G(t+1,x,q) + gas_Detailed(q); 
                   end 
               end           
 
            % section 2-n 
            else     
                if gas_in(x) <= 0  
                % means gases from section x go to section x+1 
                   sum_Gas =
                   gas_Detailed(1:7) = gas_in(x)/sum_Gas*G(t+1
                   % amount of gases in section x DECREASED 
                   for q=
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               else       

 t)     

d(1:7) = gas_in(x)/sum_Gas*G(t,x+1,:); 

 1:7 
G(t+1,x,q) + gas_Detailed(q); 

tion will move in that section     

ed(1:7) = gas_out(x)/sum_Gas*G(t+1,x-1,:); 

 1:7 
,x,q) = G(t+1,x,q) - gas_Detailed(q); 

ed(1:7) = gas_out(x)/sum_Gas*G(t+1,x,:); 
  

 1:7 
G(t+1,x,q) - gas_Detailed(q); 

                 end 

rcy flow calculation 

ction 
(t+1,x)*(Cpw+CpE)+(sum(G(t+1,x,:))*Cpg)); 

 = sum(G(t+1,x,:)); 

ING CALCULATIONS          

Lswell 
(x)=BLswell(Pavg1,Rbub(x),Pavg2,tstep,Rbubstart(x), viskbl, St, surfbl);  

nbub(x)*4*pi/3*(Rbubnew(x)^3-Rbub(x)^3);    

                  drcell=(3/4/pi*(4*pi/3*rinew(x)^3+inc))^(1/3)-rinew(x); 
1 

tion     
adius calculated by function BLswell 

, Rbubstart(x), viskbl, St, surfbl); 

/pi*(4*pi/3*rnew(x)^3+inc))^(1/3)-rnew(x); 

               % else the gas flowing in will be the one from the outer section 
               % (THAT ONLY IS KNOWN FOR TIME
                   sum_Gas = sum(G(t,x+1,:)); 
                   gas_Detaile
                   % amount of gases in section x INCREASED 
                   for q =
                       G(t+1,x,q) = 
                   end 
               end 
               if gas_out(x) <= 0  
               % means gases from the inner sec
                   sum_Gas = sum(G(t+1,x-1,:)); 
                   gas_Detail
                   % amount of gases in section x INCREASED 
                   for q =
                       G(t+1
                   end 
               else 
                   sum_Gas = sum(G(t+1,x,:)); 
                   gas_Detail
                   % amount of gases in section x DECREASED
                   for q =
                       G(t+1,x,q) = 
  
               end 
            end  % of Da
             
            % the rest of the energy is used for heating up the se
            dT=ack2/(S(t+1,x)*(Cps+CpE)+W
            T(t+1,x)=T(t,x)+dT;      
            % dummy value for the gas amount 
            gas_in_volume
             
            % SWELL
              
            if gas_in_volume > pseudo_gas_start 
            %swelling starts 
                if x < n+1 
                % for all the inner sections     
                    % new bubble radius calculated by function B
                    Rbubnew
                    % volume increase in cell 
                    inc=
                    % corresponding radius increase 
  
                elseif x==n+
                % for the outer sec
                    % new bubble r
                    Rbubnew(x)=BLswell(Pavg,Rbub(x),Psurr,tstep
                    % volume increase in cell 
                    inc=nbub(x)*4*pi/3*(Rbubnew(x)^3-Rbub(x)^3);    
                    % corresponding radius increase 
                    drcell=(3/4
                end 
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                % Recalculation of the section radius and the intersection 

new(x)+drcell;      

x+1:n 
(i)=(3/4/pi*(4*pi/3*rinew(i-1)^3+V(t,i)))^(1/3); 

w(x)^3+rinew(x-1)^3)/2)^(1/3); 

(n)^3+V(t,n+1)))^(1/3); 

/3); 
1 in this case 

V(t,x)*eps(t,x)+inc)/V(t+1,x); 
 x 

ctor(1:7) = G(t+1,x,:); 
vg = Molmass(Gas_vector);  

  P(t+1,x)=gas_in_volume/M_avg*Rg*T(t+1,x)/V(t+1,x)/eps_new(x); 

 
l to surrounding pressure 

  % no volume increase 

d   

; 

hange more than the convergence citeria a=0.01 

iations the time step is 
ew iteration 

ure in the cells at t 

                % area radius 
                if x==1 
                    rinew(x)=rinew(x)+drcell;  
                    rnew(x)=rnew(x); 
                elseif x<n+1 
                    rinew(x)=ri
                    rnew(x)=((rinew(x)^3+rinew(x-1)^3)/2)^(1/3); 
                    for i=
                        rinew
                        rnew(x)=((rine
                    end 
                    rnew(n+1)=(3/4/pi*(4*pi/3*rinew
                elseif x==n 
                    rnew(x+1)=(r(t,x)^3-ri(x-1)^3+rinew(x-1)^3)^(1
                else    %x=n+
                    rnew(x)=rnew(x)+drcell; 
                end  
                 
                % new volume 
                V(t+1,x)=V(t,x)+inc; 
                % new porosity 
                eps_new(x)=(
                % new average molar mass of gases in section
                Gas_ve
                M_a
                % new pressure 
              
                                
            else     
            % no swelling occurs    
                % pressure for next time step equa
                P(t+1,x) = Psurr; 
              
                V(t+1,x) = V(t,x); 
            en
            % dummy value for pressure loop 
            Pnew(x)=P(t+1,x)
        end     % for x 
        % pressure in all sections mustn't c
        condition=max(abs(Pguess-Pnew)./Pnew); 
         
        % in case of too high pressure dev
        % decreased and the "old" pressure used as guess for a n
        if max(abs(Pguess-P(t,:))) > 5e5 
            condition = 1; 
            % guessed press
            Pguess(1:n+1) = P(t,1:n+1);  
            Pnew(1:n+1) = P(t,1:n+1); 
            % increase in time step 
            tstep = tstep*2;  
            a = 0; 
        end 
    end         % while loop for pressure 
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    % porosity, radius, intersection radius and  
    % bubble radius for next time step 

_new; 

steps 

; 

 

t(num2str(tid1),' min :',num2str(tid2),' s'); 
me) 

OR 7 COMPOUNDS 
e average molar mass of the gas mixture 

asses of the different  

   % [kg/mol] 

ol] 

of each component 

lar mass as sum of mole fraction times molar mass 
 sum(Y.*M); 

    eps(t+1,:) = eps
    r(t+1,:) = rnew; 
    ri = rinew; 
    Rbub = Rbubnew; 
    % time vector to keep track of the time 
    % => possible to step back 
    timevec(t+1) = time_s
 
end             % while t 
            
% calculating the time needed for the whole calculation (stop watch)
% and displaying it 
final_time=toc; 
tid1=round(final_time/60); 
tid2=round(mod(final_time,60)); 
total_time=strca
disp(total_ti
 
 

Function Molmass.m 
 
function Mol_avg = Molmass(Gas) 
 
% ============================================ 
% CALCULATION F
% calculates th
% "Gas" is a vector with all the m
% gas components in the following order: 
% 1) H2O 
% 2) CO 
% 3) CO2 
% 4) CH4 
% 5) SO2 
% 6) H2S 
% 7) N2 
% ============================================ 
M(1) = 0.018;   % [kg/mol] 
M(2) = 0.028;
M(3) = 0.044;   % [kg/mol] 
M(4) = 0.016;   % [kg/mol] 
M(5) = 0.064;   % [kg/mol] 
M(6) = 0.034;   % [kg/m
M(7) = 0.028;   % [kg/mol] 
% overall number of moles 
ntot = sum(Gas./M); 
% vector with the molar fraction 
Y = (Gas./M)./ntot; 
% average mo
Mol_avg =
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Function heatcap.m 
 
function [Cpw, Cps, CpE]=heatcap(Temp,Solid) 

rature and solid content 
 

lack liquor 

ter (assumed constant) 
180;   % [J/kg,K] 

eg C] 
 of solids 

g,K] 

Function drying.m 

nction Tboil=Drying(dW, acktot, Wold, Gold, Told, Sold, dHevap, Cps, Cpw,CpE, Cpg, 

d 
 

ft after evaporation 
ot-dW*dHevap; 
er content 
ld-dW; 
 amount 
d+dW;                

 up of the section with the energy left 

                         

.74+101.06*(Pressure/1e5)^0.2487-101.39;  

ated new temperature and new boiling point 
hen equal to 0, amount of water evaporated is correct 

 
% calculates the heat capacities based on tempe
% temp = temperature in Kelvin
% Solid = dry content of b
 
% heat capacity of wa
Cpw = 4
% temperature in degree celcius 
T = Temp-273; % [d
% heat capacity
Cps = 1684 + 4.47*T; % [J/k
% excess heat capacity  
CpE = (4930 - 29*T)*(1 - Solid)*Solid^3.2; % [J/kg,K] 
 
 

 
fu
Pressure) 
 
% function to determine the boiling point during evaporation 
% using the minimization algorithm fminbn
% (constrained minimization of a function of one variable)
% variable to be optimized: dW = evaporated water 
 
% energy le
ack2=ackt
% new wat
Wnew=Wo
% new gas
Gnew=Gol
% heating
dT=ack2/(Sold*(Cps+CpE)+Wnew*(Cpw+CpE)+Gnew*Cpg); 
% new temperature 
Tnew=Told+dT;                  
% dry content 
St=Sold/(Sold+Wnew); 
% new boiling point 
Tboilnew=373.15+50*St.^2
 
% difference between calcul
% to be minimized, w
Tboil=Tnew-Tboilnew; 
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Function BLswell.m 
 
function Rb = BLswell(Pbub,Rbub0,Psurr,tstep, bubstart, visk, Dc, surfbl) 

or droplet depending 

Psurr)/visk; 

l2; 

] 

 the bubble radius is not allowed to get smaller 
% than the initial radius 

nd 

 
% function to determine the swelling of the bubbles 
% in one section of the black liqu
% on the pressure 
 
% radius increase per time dRdt [m/s] 
dRdtcal1 = Rbub0*(Pbub-
dRdtcal2 = 2*surfbl/visk; 
dRdtcal = dRdtcal1-dRdtca
dRdt=dRdtcal; 
 
% new bubbble radius [m
Rb = Rbub0+dRdt/tstep; 
 
%

if Rb < bubstart 
    Rb=bubstart; 
e
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Appendix B – Optimization program code 

ptimization for the case of 4 parameters (2 reactions) at 375 °C and an 

se. 

.m 

========================= 
TIC PARAMETERS WITH FMINSEARCH 

================== 

sured CO_measured CH4_measured  
me time_vect T_profile dHypro Tpyro Rg T_profile_exp 

O_calculated S_shell CO_calculated_all residual 

Tpyro = 273+300;  % temperature of pyrolysis onset (K)       
Rg = 8.3145;      % gas constant (J/mol,K) 
dHpyro = 1.45e5;  % heat of reaction [J/kg BLS] 
d0 = 4.2e-3;      % droplet diameter 
rho = 1200;       % black liquor density 
tstep = 2;        % time steps (1/s) - calculations done every 0.5 seconds only 
 
% Accessing of data file 
channel_1 = ddeinit('excel','Matlab_375.xls');  
% four columns: CO, CO2, CH4 and SO2 accumulated amount [kg] 
data = str2num(strrep(ddereq(channel_1,'r3c20:r703c23',[1 1]),',','.')); 
% average T-profile from experiments (1 column) 
data1 = str2num(strrep(ddereq(channel_1,'r3c7:r703c7',[1 1]),',','.')); 
 
% relating measured data (for 1 mg to value used for simulations) to 
% simulation value 
% mg - to change values to the amount of BL used in the simulation 
change_factor = pi/6*d0^3*rho*10^6; 
CO2_measured = (data(:,1).*change_factor)'; 
CO_measured = (data(:,2).*change_factor)'; 
CH4_measured = (data(:,3).*change_factor)'; 
SO2_measured = (data(:,4).*change_factor)'; 
T_profile_exp = data1+273; 
 
time = [0:0.5:350]; 
 
% getting the temperature profile, initial solids mass and timevector 
load 375_DC64.mat T 
load 375_DC64.mat S0 
load 375_DC64.mat timevec 
 

 

O

optimization based on the measured CO relea

 

Main program optim_first
 
% ============
% OPTIMIZATION OF KINE

=% ==================
lear all c

 
change_factor CO2_meaglobal data data1 d0 rho 

sured tiglobal SO2_mea
global tstep S0 C
 
%Input data 
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% picking the values of the calculated temperature profile at values 0, 

_profile(1,:) = T(1,:); 

 defining the mass of each section 
_shell(1:11) = S0; 

 

1_start = 7.36e4; 

A1_start, E1_start, A2_start,E2_start]; 

g,output] = fminsearch(@first_step,guess,options,CO_measured,time,T_profile); 

2)); 

sp(x(1)); 

red,time,T_profile) 

p Tpyro Rg S_shell CO_calculated_all residual 

kinetic parameters 

% 0.5, 1, 1.5 ... seconds 
time_vect = timevec; 
T
for i = 2:length(time) 
    T_profile(i,:) = T(find(time_vect == (i-1)/2),:); 
end 
 
%
S

% giving starting values  
A1_start = 3.7e5; 
E
A2_start = 1.46e13; 
E2_start = 2.51e5; 
 
% startin
guess = [

g guess vector 

% setting the options for the optimization 
options = optimset('fminsearch'); 
options = optimset(options,'TolFun',1e-60,'TolX',1e-30,'MaxFunEva
% optimization function 

ls',1e3); 

[x, Fval,exitfla
 
% result output 
exitflag 
disp('Starting guess A1: '),disp(gues
disp('Starting guess E1: '), disp(gues

s(1)); 
s(

disp('Starting guess A2: '), disp(guess(3)); 
disp('Starting guess E2: '), disp(guess(4)); 
disp('Final value A1: '), di
disp('Final value E1: '), disp(x(2)); 
disp('Final value A2: '), disp(x(3)); 
disp('Final value E2: '), disp(x(4)); 
 

 

Optimization function first_step.m 
 
% objective function to be minimized 
 
function residual = first_step(guess,CO_measu
 

lobal CO_calculated S0 tsteg
 

 using the values as %
A1 =guess(1); 
E1 =guess(2); 
A2 =guess(3); 
E2 =guess(4); 
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% the programme is calculating the CO_release in the 11 sections every 
g all up in the end to compare it to the accumulated 

periments 

alculated(1,1:11) = 0; 

ery 0.5 seconds 
I S     

  for i = 1:11 % each section         
perature has to be reached 

certain amount of solids can be 
alue from experiments) 

) > 0.6*S_shell(i)      
ount of pyrolisys gases released (H2O, CO, CO2, CH4, SO2, H2S, N2) 

          pyr_comp = [0 0.383 0.552 0.035 0.030 0 0];             
s pyrolysed                                                        

xp(-E2/Rg/T_profile(t,i)))*S(t,i)/tstep;            
 converted to the four gases 

ro; 

1,i) = CO_calculated(t,i) + rpyro_gas*pyr_comp(2);  

          S(t+1,i) = S(t,i) - rpyro;       
PORATION & NO PYROLYSIS     

 

ed(t,i); 

or a time over all sections 
calculated(t,:)); 

 calculating the difference for each time between 
red and calculated value 

r i = 1:length(time) 
    difference(i) = CO_measured(i)-CO_calculated_all(i); 

 display residual sum of squares during iterations 
isp(sum(difference.^2)); 

 Objective function value 

% 0.5 seconds and addin
% amount from the ex
 
t = 1; 
S(1,:) = S_shell; 
CO_c
 
for t=1:length(time) % calculations ev
    % P Y R O L Y S 
  
        % Pyrolysis start tem
        % and only a 
        % pyrolysed (v
        if T_profile(t,i) > Tpyro & S(t,i
            % relative am
  
            % amount of solid
            rpyro=(A1*exp(-E1/Rg/T_profile(t,i))+A2*e
            % only about 7.5% of all solids are
            rpyro_gas = 0.180925*rpy
            % accumulated amount of CO released for each section 
            CO_calculated(t+
            % the solids amount decreases by the amount pyrolysed 
  
        % NO EVA
        else
            S(t+1,i)=S(t,i); 
            CO_calculated(t+1,i) = CO_calculat
        end                   
    end % for i 
    % summing up the CO release f
    CO_calculated_all(t) = sum(CO_
end   % for t 
            
%
% measu
fo

end 
 
%
d
 
%
residual=(sum(difference.^2))/10^-6; 
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